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This report covers Phase T and Phase ST of a three phase program to de-
sign, fabricate, and test an image detection array using charge transfer de-
r^
vine technology. The detector is an area mosaic array sensor of 2Dx9 detec-
tors operated in a time delay and integration (TDI)^ mode. The objectives of
^^ _ ^.
	
the three phases are:
Phase T -Device Design
phase TT -Fabrication and Flat Field Tests
phase xxx -- Dynamic Testing
^.^	 The objectives of Phase t were achieved. More specifical^y these Enajor
^..JJ	technioal accomplishments xesulted:
r transparent, conductive Sn0 layers of 1.0 IC^ - 1.5 IC^ thickness
r multilayer Sn0 structures separated by SiQ2
^1	^ definition of Sn0 into line widths of 9.5 um width and spacing
^ 1 	 • low leakage ion implanted layer N.2 ^m deep
i1.^i
• operable CCD's with buriEd channels and trans^^arent gates with
transfer efficiencies >.999 at 1.25 MHz
• a sample 2x9 TDT array was fabricated
• a design was approved by 1^ASA
The Phase Tl objectives of flat field testing was accomplished using two
different techniques. A low frequency (79.2 usec line time) correlated--double-
^ .
See Appendix A for a detailed explanation of TDT operation.
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sample was employed first. Since a great dead. of experience has been gained
previously in its operation, it was used to establish confidence in the device
and demonstrate certain speed independent parameters. A bench test exerciser
that operated at 8 uses_^.nc: time was fabricated and successfully operated the
sensor. Feedthroughs at digital signals however precluded accurate measure-
meets of dark level uniformity or noise. the characterization of the sensor
indicated the following:
e Forward and reverse scan
^ Uniform quantum efficiency greater than 6Qo from 400 to 850 zit
a Linearity better than l^
^ Noise performance within specification at proper well charge levels
although at lower speed	 -
e Uark level uniformity within specification at lower speed
^ Functional performance at 1.25 MHz pixel rate and $ }sec line time
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2.0 SGi^7biARY
	 OF POOR QUALITY
The photomicrc;?raph of k'igure 2-1 shows the 20x9 TDT array (without
light shield) which was dc^.s7eloped to meet the T^andsat Thematic Ma}^per re-
quirements. This array is based upon a self-aligned, transparent gate, buried
channel process that had been developed at Westinghouse. The process features:
a) buried channel., four phase, overlapping gate CCD's for high transfer effi-
ciency without fat zero; b) self-aligned transistors to minimize clock feed-
through and parasitic capacitance; and c) transparent tin oxide electrode for
high quantum efficiency with front surface irradiation.
^'he requirements placed on the array and the performance achieved are
summarized in Table 2-l.^ This data is the result of flat field measurements
only, no imaging or dynamic target measurements were made d^::ring this program.
Measurements were performed with two different test stands, one fabricated on
this program snd one available for a short period at the Westinghouse Advanced
^'echnology S^aboratory. The bench test equipment fabricated for this program
operated at the 8 ^lsec line time and employed simple sampling of the gated
MOS^'^T output video signal.. The second stand empleyed Correlated Double
Sampling (CDS) and operated at 79.2 used line time. Althcugh the correlated
double sample test stand operated slower than required; spectral response,
linearity, and detector gain should be unaffected when viewed a^ an equivalent
charge level. with respect to the 8 asst line time.
^_ 1
In the sectzons that follow TDI-3, TDZ-6, TDI--9 wall be referred to, These
^^:
designations describe - the number of stages of integration used to achieve
^..
different levels of gain. Specifically, TDI--3 implies three (3) stages of
integration before readout. The other designations imply 6 stages and 9 	 ^,;_
stages of integration respectively.
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REQL7TREMEI+FT GOAT, DESIGN '_ ^	 REPQRT REF. _.
^^' Pixe1 Size 76 }1m x 76 }1m 76 ^zn x 76 ^.Im 3,0
i
^^
Number of Detectors 3,0 `
^
i Across Scan {y} 20 20
^^
j
^ ^:	
-Along Scan (X} <10r 9
Dwell Time 8 ^tsec $and 79.2 ^1sec a.0
T--+^y
i
Spec:txal Response -- max slope (o/Wn) g,2
'^ '	 ^,
i
3and #
	
a {}gym} __ _
3
-	 ^' 0	 .45 - .52 3000 214 ' J^^
s
- 1	 .52 - .60 200 1500 _-_.__
i
2	 .53 - .69 200%• 1000
4. 3	 .74 - .80 3.500 1670 ^
4	 .80 - _91 400 155v
^{ Spectral Response -- max ripple (o} 5,2
. Band ^
i	 T_..	 ,,,
,r^ 0 5^ 2.6^ ^ - - T-
-- 1 5^ I a .—... _._.
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SPECIF2C^1'z'TQN/
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- l ?^QUTREMEN',P GOAL ^DESTGN REPQRT REE'.
}^.
-- ^ Sa.gnal Noise S.5 , _.^
Sand ;^ ,
' 0 105 @ ,155 w/m2 _
^^_^',
1 145 @ .143 w/m2
^
169-415 @ 15.7 mV7/m2
' 2 105 @ .087 w/m2
^^
30--55 @ 70 mW/m2
^^
T^' ' ^ 85 @ .055 w/mz ^-^
-.I { 4 120 @ .102 w/m2 ;^,:^
^; .; Max Xzxadiance 5.6 ^----
` Band ^ ^_.€ 0
^^	
^
^	 '^ 1_
2 350 mW/m2 @ $	 sec
_	 . ! ^ 13.ne time •T'DT
--9
_	 ..	 _.
h
Y.._^
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'; Crosstalk fi _,,,
Transfer Sffiaiency .2^ No measurement
Uniformity at Dark 10^ max of band 2 70*, 63^^^ 5.4 --
j Uniformity of Gain lOg 5.7 <-^--
'.	 ^; Linearity{Deviat3 .on from 3^ 1^^'** 5. i ,'
^' } best straight line)
^.
_^.',^
^
^TDI-9	 79. 2 ^tsec line time ^^: T'DT-9, 8 ^1sec line time ^:^^:^ ,(of max output deviation from ,^-
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-^^ ." and max Hotpot)
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When viewed at specified charge levels and operated with CDS, the sensor
achieved or exceeded specified performance except for minor deviations from
the spectral response requirements. Measurements using the correlated double
sample approach exceeded the required signal-noise ratio (SNR) at 5 stages of
TD1. The specification would have permitted up to l0 stages of 'EDl in order
to achieve the required SNR. The high speed bench test equipment did not
achieve required SNR's, even at 9 stages of 'i'Dx. Section 5.5 of this report
provides a detailed discussion of the measured signal-to-noise performance.
It should be pointed cut that even though the required SNR was exceeded using
CDR signal processing, the theoretical noise limits predicted from a detailed
noise nnodel still were not approached. There appears to be either a design
problem with the ou^:put CCA register ar the fabrication process for this lot
of wafers caused the output register and imaging sectiozi'to have very high
leakage current,
2.1 Possible future Development Work
The results of these experiments suggest several possible directions of
further development to improve signal-to-noise performance at the required
	
^: I
line time. The first i s to extend the correlated sampling technique to mega-	 it ^ ;^
hertz frequencies. This has already been employed i.n other applications at 	 '^' 1is
this laboratory although it has not been thoroughly evaluated. The second
i_s to organize the sensor into sufficient parallel channels, thus lowering 	 -
video bandwidth, and then integrate the correlated sample function on the
sensor. Such an integrated processor has been fabricated, and initial test !.	 .,
	
-_	 }
results indicate acceptable performance. The tY.ird is to employ a single 	 1.
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reset each line time, anti use the output node as a signal summing device.
9
t	 tSagnal s.s recove^^ed by differencing the output of ad^acen pixel ames.
This dafferencang operation can be performed off chip in the analog 3omain
or the digital domain. zt is recognized that there will be dynamic range
penalties, and it will be difficult to provide accurate high speed differenc-
inch.
These approaches are mentioned to suggest areas for modest near-term
research and development activities to enhance the already demonstrated TDI
results,
2.2 performance of the Bench Test Equipment
Although this contract emphasized the development of the TDI array, a
significant design effort was required to rrsvile the high freRuency timing
to exercise the '1'DT array= . Initially, C-V measurements on test Sn4 gate
structures suggested the need for very versatile positive to negative voltage
level clocks. In addition, a large number of modes of operation were de-
sired. Rather tha^l keep things sample the first time around, a calculated
risk was accepted. ?'he TDI device indeed operated under eentrol of this so-
phisticated timing. However, a number of problems were never ironned--out in
the tame available under this contract, anti therefore, ambiguous results
were achieved at the megahertz clocking rates. The Phase III dynamic test
program would have allowed these problems to be corrected.
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3.0 TDT SENSOR DESIGN
The symbolic schematic as included in the specification of the Multi-
Spectral -Scanner is shown in Figure 3-1. As the satellite proceeds in the Y
direction due to Orbital motion a scanning mirror nods and sweeps the image
in the X direction across a line array of discrete TDT point detectors in the
linage plane. After scanning a swath across t;^e surface of the earth thQ mirror
is reset to its initial position to scan the next swath. Since mechanical mo-
tion is inherent in this application it is natural to take advantage of an area
array operated in the time delay and integration mode (TDT) to improve the per-
formance of the system as described in Appendix A. Future mechanical sc^•.nners
wi11 use image scan in both acrosstalk directions such as the curxent l,andsat
Thematic Mapper.
The block diagram of the TDT sensor fabricated for tY,is program is shown
in Figure 3-2. The sensor is an array of 2a, 9 integration stage CCD ' s, oper-	 ;^ ^	 i
I
acing in synchronism. The 20 channels are placed on the 7b ^tm centers in the
Y direction. The 9 stages of each channel are also placed on 76 um centers. 	 ; '
^.
At either end of the array and perpendicular to the channels is a readout reg-- 	 ^,i	
I
ister. The purpose of these readout registers is to receive the charge in a 	 ^
parallel fashion from the TDT channels and route it serially to the'outpu^ node.
Registers are provided at each end of the TDI channel such that by proper ma-
,
nipulation of the scan phases the array may be imaged in either direction of 	 _
ima a motion. Each readout re ister is divided into 2 sections each of whichg	 g
receives the output of 10 of the TDT channels. The readout amplifier for each
of the sections is at a corner of the array such that readout proceeds from
the center outward, Thus there are four readout amplifiers on the chip, only 	 ^,-.
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trio of which are receiving valid image data at any one time for a given direc-
tion of scan,	 .
The array is divided into three independent sub arrays such that each
TDI channel is divided into three sections of 3 pi^cels each. By control. of the
scanning pulses either one, two, or three of these sections are scanned in one
direction while the remainder are scanned in the opposite direction. This
creates a form of electronic exposure control which can yield an effective TDI
of 3, 6, or 9 integration stages.
Figure 3 -3 shows the layout of one pixel, of the imaging array. The pixel
is one cell of a 4 phase CCD constructed with transparent tin oxide electrodes.
The cross Section serves to illustrate the nature of the CCB construction whsle
the tap view illustrates the topological confines of the pixel. The basic
charge transfer device .is a 3000 deep p-channel buxied channel fabricated in
a ZO-20 S^--cm ^'100^ silicon substrate. The gate electrodes lie at two differ-
ent distances from the silicon surface. The first is separated from the sili-
con surface by a dielectric layer consisting of SOON-, of silicon dioxide and
^400^ of silicon nitride. The second level of gates is separated from the first
and the silicon surface by an additional 1500 of Si0 2 . The effective gate
width of each of the gates is 19 ^m with the second level having an additional.
2 ^m overlap of the first level gate on each edge. The imaging area is cover-
ed finally by 18 Kc^ of deposited Si02 , 10 Kt^, undoped and 8 ECH phosphorous doped.
^`igure 3•-4 shonrs the layout of 1 cell of the output register. Bach cell
consists of 8 phases which form 2 cells of a 4 phase shift xegister. The trans-
fer gate effectively splits the output charge of the TDI column between the two
cells. The output register is configured in this manner to reduce the transfer
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	 length of the electrodes to 9.5 ^tm to provide higher transfer efficiency at
	 ^`^ ^
the ^ sec line time. The array is configured such that charge may enter the
two fd1 electrodes from 2 directions. One direction is via the transfer gate,
and the other is from ^^ of the contiguous stage. ^l and ^d2 are shaped like
an inverted "J" such that charge has the same fxansfer distances during all
movements no matter what position a charge particle may occupy under the elec-
trade.
The output stage o£ the array zs shown in Figure 3--5. Tt consists of 3
	
I	 electrodes, a collecting diode, a reset switch, and an electrometer amplifier.
	
,^^	 The three output electrodes are a summing well, a transfer well, and a d.c.
shield. The summing well is provided to receive the charge fxam two successive
	
^,,	 clock periods of the readout register and thus reconstructs the pixel output
from each TDI channel. The transfer well enables the pi^:el charge to flow from
the holding well, xhe d . c. shield serves to act as a shield to the output node
i
from any pulse feedthrough from the transfer gate. The charge is collected an
^.^
	^^^	 the output diode which is reset to a reference voltage after every pixel out-
	
--	 i
put. As the charge varies between pixels it will be reflected in variations of
the output current of the E `ET which are in turn measured by the test equipment
thus forming the electrical record of the output of each pi:cel. These signal
variations are on the order of microamps to be detected out of a bias current
of a malliamp.
'^
'^	 Figure 3--6 is a topological schematic showing the physical relationship
	
';'.`^ 	 of the gates to one another anc? relating theix name and position. The figure
,ti illustrates the one channel of the array, the readout registex and the output
i.
detectox. Figure 9--7 shows the timing pulses required to opexate the array.
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^'he change is transferred through the imaging section lay the proper application
of pulses Sl, 83, V2., and V4.. Sl and S3 are the same for all.., V^ and V4 axe
applied to different gates as -shown in Fable 3-1 to control. the mode.
To illustrate operation of the chip. let us assume it is operating in the
2'DZ-9 mode iai which A2, E^, and C2 are tied to V2 and A$, S4, and C4 are tied
to V4. Chaxge is contained under a gate when it is negative such •Shat charge
• is first held uz^.der S1 and A2 when both are negative and then transferred to
A2 and S3 as Sl voltage rises and S3 falls. As A^ rises and A4 falls charge
is confined tinder S3 and A^, and theirs under A4 and Sl and so on until the charge
xeaches the last pixel before the readout register. At this point, the S3 vol--
tape rise,. and all tYie charge is confined under tha A4 electrode. When A4
rises, the charge is transfexred^ to the S`^' electrode 'which in tesrn transfers
the charge a•nto the t^vo Rl phases of ^ T7e readout register cell. Since all
channels of the 'I'DZ array operate an synchronism at this point all cells of the
output register have been load.ea i.ri parallel. with their respective channel out-
put charge.
	
`;	 mhe Ming diagram of Rl. thxzt R4 shows the charge tinder the four gates of
the last readout register cell as a function of time. 'his Ming is also
;I
	
^^	 common to all similar electrodes of the readout register . on both ends of .the
TDB column. the change is received by the R1 electrode .and is moved through
R4 and placed into the REI or holding well. After two cycles of . R4 both halves
of the charge from a SDI column, have been placed a.n the RH well. it's voltage
:I
now rises transferring the charge to the transfer gate. While the holding
gate voltage is high and bloc3cing the transfer gate (RT) rises transferring ^,a^e
	
-_^	 charge to the output diode thru ,the d . c . mua^ gate . ^'ollowiz^g this transfer of
1i j
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t^i'lODE PHASE CON°i'ROF^$
.iN'd'EGRA^`TOPt ^TM^
MODE	 MULTTPETER A2 A4 C2 C4 B2 BQ
FDrirT^'G^	 7-X V2 V^ .V4 V2 V4 V2
2X V2 V4 V2 V4 V4 V2
'	 3X V2 V4 V2 V4 V2 V4
w
wRe^rerse	 1.X V2 V4 V2 V4 V4 V2
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charge and prior to the next drop i.n the RT gate voltage to accept more charge},
the reset swS.tch is activated by a negative pulse to restore the diode to its
initial condita.on. This operation is xepeated, su^+ming, transferring, and re--
setting, until a3.L ten channel outputs have b^+en xead and the cycle is repeated.
'^o reverse the scan a^ the arxay phase 572 and 57^- are interchanged such
that AZ, B2, and C2 are driven by ST4 and X14, B4, and C4 are driven by V2.
Tt will be noted that the arxay has only 8 Sl phases such that phase ?32 is
adjacent to the scan txansfer gate on the opposite end of tie TDT channel .
Since the phase of $^ is now 574, charge ^•tiLl reverse its direction of flow.
The readout register is identical to that on the other end of the array a:?d
operates in synchronism with it.
Ta achieve contraL of the number of TDT stages the clacks are manipu.ated
as shown in Table 3 -l. Tn essence 3s only s TDZ stages are desixed the re-
maining 2 sections of the column are clocked. in the reverse direction thus
^huting their signal to the reverse reado pt register and outpui, which is un--
monitored. Reverse TAT control and TDT•-6 are sim^.2arly create.?e
3.1 Pzocessing Sequence For 5n0 Transparent Gate CCD=s
The process secsuence is given in Table 3--2. The starting waters are
10 to 20 Sl-cm n-type <100^ float zone silicon. An initial oxide of LO ^ of
silox is deposited on the £runts and backs of the wafers. The Lot,7 temperature
si^.ox in place of . the usual. thermal oxidation prevents formation of stacking
faults on the silicon surface which can potentially cause high Leakage. The
first pha^.o step is performed next to define P+ areas ^'or contact to transi.s--
for source and drain regions. A boron diffusion and an oxide strip are pear-- I	 i	 I
'^	 i
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RESIST STRIP
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GATE OXIDATION CSOO^}
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FIRST TIN OXIDE C1^^^)
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23 ^ ANAlFAL
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2^ ^ SI LQX ^5{C)
28, PHOTO 7 CVIAIcONTACT WiNDO^I)
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tin oxides as well as contact windows to the silicon. the via windows are etch-
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formed next. Then l0 K^ of silox is deposited on thH' yronts of the wafers and
a phosphorous gettering diffusion is done into the backs of the wafers. Silox
is deposited on the backs of the wafers to seal in the phosphorous and the
oxide is removed from the fronts of the wafers. A 900 oC therj►ta1 oxidation
graves 800 of oxide on the wafer fronts and the channel stop mask i.s photo-
engraved. A phosphorous ion implant forms the N-F channel stop regions on the
wafers using the photoresist as a mask. The next mask is then applie^^ to de-
fine regions for the buried channel. A boron ion implant forms the buried
channel. The implant energy is 40 KeV and the dose is 2x10 12 , The implants
are annealed at 1000°C for 30 min to drive the buried channel into the silicon
fax about 50!}0. The wafers are then stripped of all oxide and the gate oxide
is drown and the gate nitride is deposited. The first tin oxide layer is de-
posited using a CVD technique at 550°C. The fixst tin oxide clock lines are
defined in the next photo step. 'the tin oxide is plasma etched and the photo-
resist is left on the tin oxide while the next mask is being applied. This
mask opens windows aver the transistor regions as shoc^m in E'igure 3-8. A baron
ion implant then forms the self-aligned source-drain regions. After stripping
the resist, a l.5 K^ l^ phosphorous doped si.lox is deposited as the insulator
between the two tin oxide layers. Then the second tin oxide layer is deposit-
^	 ed. Pho4oengraving and plasma etching define the second level tin oxide elec-
^:
1 :	 trodes. A 5 K^'A undopad silox layer is deposited to insulate the tin oxide Pram
;.I
	
the metal interconnect lines. The next photo step opens contact windows to the
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ed 3az the silox dawn to the two tin oxide layers, while the contact windotJS are
^^
etched down to the gate nitride layer, sauce the nitride as not etched .by the
silox etchant. A 3 ^ layer of tungsten as sputtered on the wafers and is then
photoengraved so that tungsten only remains in the via windows. Tungsten as
needed to make ohmic contact to tin oxide, but is not suitable for making con-
tact to P-i- silicon. Therefore, a tungsten-aluminum metalazation system is used
with the tungsten in the tin oxide via windows only. Following the photoengrav-
ing of the tungsten, the contact windows to the silicon are etched through the
gate nitride/oxide layers. Aluminum is deposited and photoengraved to complete
the first level interconnect system. Then 7 K^ of silox and via windows are
etched open down to the bonding pads. A second aluminum layer 10 IC^ thick is
deposited and a light shield pattern is defined. The wrafers are then sintered
at 400oC for 30 min to complete the process.
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Tcao types of exercisers were used to acquire data on the TDT sensor. The
first was fabricated on this program and operates the sensor at 8 }sec line
tame and 1.25 MHz pixel rate. The equipment simply samples the video portion
waveform sho^,rn in Figure 3-7 , converts the signal to digital form and stores
the result on magnetic tape. The second employed correlated double sampling
using a processor similar to that fabricated and shipped to NASA on contract
NAS5-23856. An analog sample of the non-video portion of the waveform is sub-
traded from the video in the analog domain to form a new video which is con-
vetted to digital form and stored on magnetic tape.
^.1 Ghip Exerciser and Acquisition Interface Equiprent 	 '
The functions of the Chip Exerciser and Acquisition Interface Equipment,
GEAIE, are to pxov^.de the timing signals and voltages required to exercise the
cIaip^ to sample the chip output and perform an analog to digital conversion,
to format the digitized data, and to generate synchronization pulses for data
acquisition by a digital tape recorder, minicomputer or bulk storage memory
device.
4.1.'. Mechanical and Functional Description
The CEAIE physically consists of two assembliesr the control sole and the
head, as shown ^.n Figure ^-l.
The control console assembly consists os three functional subassemblies.
They are 1} the digital logic unit, 2} the power conditioning unit and 3) the
analog to digital converter unit. The digital logic unit contains the schottky
and low power schottky circuitry required to 1} generate chip timing (see Fig-
ure 4_2} r 2} generate timing for the A/D conversion, 3} format the digitized
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chip output to be suitable far selected acquisition device, and ^) generate
	 ^-^
acquisition synchronization pulses. Tn addition, the digital logic unit con-
tains the controls used to select the chip operating made and data to be ac-
quired. The power conditioning unit. consists of adjustable, positive and neg-
ative power supplies. The power supplies are designed using solid state three
terminal voltage regulators in conjunction with front panel mounted ten turn
	 ^--^
potentiometers. The positive and negative limits of the chip-tutting signals
	 ^"
^^
and the D.C. chip voltages are selected via the power conditioning unit. The
ran a of the	
^t
g	 positive supplies is approximately -7V to ^-12V, while the range
	 ^L.^
of the negative supplies is approximately -18V to ^-7V. The analog tv digital
^ _,
converter unit consists of two identical printed circuit boards. Each board 	 5=-^
c^^ntains two A/D conversion channels and associated registers, multiplexers
	 ^=^
{,
and drivers. An A/D conversi~.. channel consists of a Datel SHM-^ sample and
hold f
 an Analog Devices 50K operational amplifier and a Date1 ADC-G10B3B ten
bit ar..alag to digital converter. Due to the conversion rate requirements the
^..
two A/D conversion channels on aboard are time-shared and their output multi-
	 '^'
pl^xed. One of the boards services chip TDZ channels 1--10, while the other
i.
Li
board services channels 11-20. The outputs from both boards axe transmitted
over twisted pair cables to the formatting circuitry of the digital. logic unit.
The CRAZE head assembly, which is designed to be mounted on an
^ ^^
optical bench, consists of four subassemblies. The four subassemblies axe the
	 '^-::j
sigztal translator unit, the chip mounting unit and two buffer amplifier units.
	 ^")
^^-
The signal translator unit utilizes the digital timing signals and limit vol-
to es. ou ut from the confxvl console to
	 {L:g	 tp	 ,	 generate chip ti-ning signals which
swing between the limit voltages. This translation is accomplished by using
^.
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an HP5Q82-436 optical isolators to drive a National semiconductor MH0007 May
clack drivers. This translator configuration provides flexibility of the chip
timing signals in that the high and low levels may both be positive voltagesr
bath be negative voltages or the high level a positive voltage and the low level
a negative voltage. The chip mounting unit consists of a 4D-pin zero inser-
tion force IC socket positioned on thermal electric device. The thermal. elec--
tric device provides the capability to temperature cycle fine chip. The chip
outputs are transmitted over twinax cable to the buffer amplifier units. The
two buffer amplifier units are identicala each containing an Analog Device 50K
ap amp. A ten turn potentiometer with calibrated knob allows the average cur-
rent which m^zGt be supplied to the chip to be selected, thus providing adjust--
ability of the dynamic range far the a-nplified chip output. The offset voltage
at the inverting input of the op amp may be selected by adjustment of a trimmer
i
pot. The outputs of the buffer amplifier units are transmitted over twinax
i
cable to the analog to digital converter unit. In addition the outputs are also	 ;^,
^^
available on BNC connector for display on an oscillscope.
4.1.2 Modes of Ope:i: ation
	
Ali
The CEAIE has the capability to exercise tha chip a.n several modes of aper-
I
ation. The modes o£ operation are selectable from the front panel of the con-
trot console. These switches and their functions are discussed below.
	 ^
i
CLOCK: INT/EXT
This switch a11o^,rs the operator to vary the frequency at which the
chip operates, The internal position provides the chip with a con-
stant frequency generated by an internal oscillator. The external
position allows an external. frequency source to operate the chip.
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This switch allows the operator to select the dixection that the 	 ,
charge in the TDI section of the chip is trans£ered. The ^' posi-
tion selects the forward direction while the R position selects 	 ^^	 ^;
J,^
the reverse direction.
x sEL^cT: rasa 1/0, zss 1/0
^II }^ y
'these switches allow the operator to select the amount of tune de-- 	 L
lay integration. The amount of time delay integration and the	 ^"
^;d
cvxxesponding switch positions are spawn in the following table.	 ^^^	 'J
i
^^	 ^
^;,^
^. ^^
TDI SECTI0^35 ZSB SWITCH MSB SWITCH
USED PaszTSnN P05ITTON C^1
^^	 ^	
..
A D Q
^^
A-1-B 1 0
L_.^	 ^,.	 '
f
MODE : NOR/LTT tP^-TASE : MSB 1/0 , 7^SB 1/0)	 ^._I
These switches allow the operator to select between the normal 	 ^
integration time made and the long term integration time mode.
The long term integration time mode {LTA) stops the timing to
the chip at any of the four phases of the TDl scan for aselect-
^^ ^s'
able dine interval. After the time interval, normal clocking	 .;^_^
of the chip is continued. The TDY scan phase at which to stop	 5^-
	
^L^	
-
the chip timing is selected by the QHASE: MSB and T,SB switches. 	 '
^T;
L^J.
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'	 The time interval that the cha clockin is sta ed is settableP	 4	 PP
j f'^`^	 by a dip switch inside the di_gi.ta7, 7.ogic unit. The foZ].owinq
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table summarizes the use of the switches .
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S/R MODE: NORM/^ECP
This switch al3.ows the operator to select the timing to the chip's
output shift register. In the NOR position the chip will operate
in it's normal mode. The E'ECP position causes the chip shaft reg-
ister to be c^.acked five extxa^times between scan transfers.
^.I.3 Data Formatting - D'I'R
The CEATE is capable of formatting the chip output data such that it can
be acquired on either a digital tape recorder (DTR), a minicomputer or a bulk
storage memory' device. Since the digital tape recorder has been the primary
acquisition medium, the discussion of data formatting and acquisition will be
thus 1i.mited. The CEAIE formatting section receives Zb-bit wards from the A/D
MODE SWITCH PHASE SWITCH CLOCK STOP TIME
ThSB POS MSB POS NOR ^`ECPTIME MO}]E POSxTION
NORM NORM N/A N/A N/A N/A
LTx
sTaP oN ^^. I,Tx o a
28ms- 41ms--LTS
STOP ON ^2 LTI 1 0 420ms
STEPS ar
620ms
STEPS OE'
LTI
sTaP aN ^^ LTI o 1 28ms 41ms
ZTI
STOP ON X64 I,TI 1 1
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unit and generates 8-bit words co be transmitted to the DTR. This function
is performed by a parallel to serial to parallel converter scheme. Two 10--
bit words corresponding to twa contiguous elements are conv^:rted per scan
transfer time. The CEA^B transmits the data to the DTR in asub-record for-
mat. The DTR comksines two CEAIE sub-records to form a DTR record. A I7TR
file is composed of 20 CBAIE sub-records or l0 DTR records. Bach CEASE sub-
record contains 576 eight bit words. The first six words are header, con-
tai.ning identification nodes. The remaining 570 eight bit wards are 228 ten
bit element samples from each of 2 elements. The CEAXB sub-record composition
is^ illustrated 5.x1 the figure below.
MSB TO DTR	 LSB TO DTR
SUB-RECDRD YD 0 0 0
E^, GROUP
^-^..
zD 0 0 0
`!'Dl	 ID 5/N N/L LT ^ 0
0	 0	 0 0 0 0 0^ 0
0	 0	 0 0 0 0 0 0
0	 0	 0 0 0 0 0 0
M-2	 ELEMEN'P ^. 5Tl L
M-^4	 ELEL^lE1VT 2 STl L M M-1
EF.^E . l	 ST2 L M M--3
3
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
^	 ^
i	 I
1	 ^	 t	 i
^	 ^	 t E
M	 E MENT 2	 ST228
	
576
1
^?
r-r
s^:
D`A'R WORDS/SUB-RECORD
M = I^35B
L=LSB
I
^'
}
t ., .:
Since a DTR record consists of twa CEAIE sub-records, i•^.", contains 96 bits of 	 t:.1.I
4 :	 ;.
header information plus 456 ten bit samples of each of "two elements. Since a 	 j:	 t;.".
L	 ^	 __..	 _	 ^.	 ^_.....	 1....
^:
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^
f	 ^3J
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^,^
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r
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DTR file consists of ten DTR records, it will contain 4560 ten bit samples of
each of 2 elements or 456 ten bit samples of each of 20 elements. The synchro-^
nization timing provided to the DTR, by the CEATE, is shown in Figure 4--3.
This timing is initiated by the D'I'R ACQUIRE switch on the digital logic unit's
front panel.
4.1.4 Data Output Modes - DTR
The C^AIE also provides the capability to select the data to be transmitt-
ed to the acquisition medium. The selection is accomplished bu switches an
the front panel of the digital logic unit. The function of these switches as
applicable to DTR acquisition will b^: discussed.
tdODE: AUTO/MAN (CHIP: 1/2 AND EL GRP/EL)
V7hen the mode switch is in the AUTO position, the CHIP switch
and EL GRP/EI, thumbwheels axe not functional. In this made
GAZE 'll
	 th	 h 11 20 1	 t tw at a t' ewz sequence roug a	 e einen s,	 o	 un ,	 i
i
collecting 456 ten bit samples of each. When the mode swatch 	 '
^,:
is in the MAN position, the CHIP switch and EL GRP/EL thumb-- 	 ;^
:^	 .
wheels are functional, xn the manual output mode, 4560 samples
t
of each of two elements are acquired. The elements to be acquired
are selected using the CHIP switch and the HL GRP/EL thumbwheels.	 is
Tf the desired elements to be output are between elements one and 	 ^^^
':
ten inclusive the CHIF switch should be in the i position. If
i
the desired elements to be output are between elements eleven
and twenty inclusive the CHIP switch should be in the 2 position.
With the EL GRP/EL thumbwheels the two elements to be output can
^•
be selected. The fallowing table illustrates the two element com- 	 ^
;.
binations that may be selected.
-^
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ED GRP
POSITION
C^FIP SWITC^i PQS .
^. 2
0 10 & ^. 20 & 11.
^. 1& 2 11 &12
2 2&3 12 &13
3 3 & ^ I3 & 14
9 4&5 14 &15
5 5 &6 15 &16
6 6	 ^^ 7 16 & 17
7 7 & ^ 17 & 16
8 8&9 18 &19
9 9 & 10 19 & 20
E.^..5 Software Description
Data taken from the sensor and placed on tape was compatible with a
general purpose ilnivac 1110 computer an which reduction software was prepared.
'he software function was to reduce the data to suitable form for further
^.nalysis. Data was read from the DTR produced magnetic tape and "unpacked"
.nto 10 bit words. The X56 samples of 20 TDI channels for up to l6 radiance
.evels were processed to obtain mean, standard deviation, responsivity, and
NR at each radiance level.
Figure 4-5 shows the functional ,f.1ow diagram of the scfttaare. A library
grogram for the 1110 was used to read each record into a computer buffer array.
'he buffer array consists of 257 - 36 bit computer words where each generated
ecord contains 9216 bits. The header information whicin contains operating
,ode information is found in words 2, 3, 130, and 131. Word one contains data
4-11
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E
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n
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^^
^
n
L J j
READ	 PACKED !,
ARRAY DATA {^? ^	 ^
^,	 INTO	 CONIpUTER ^-
D	 INCREiNFNTS
(257 36 bit ward)
r-.-^
^^^L ^
UNPACK CDMPLITER WORDS :'^' I .	 .
INTO CTD-TDI ^
DATA WORDS ^
2 aYiannels x 10 bits ^ ^ i'
x 456 words ^`: ^ ^	 .	 -
^	 .
.^
1=;
^' I
	 ! ^
Lim
^^ i	 ;
Vii.
_^
(^t
'""
^F
1^
^^
^ ^.
EI
'f`11 i-.
^..	
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RAW DATA
ME`s	 FILL PRDCESSED
AND	 PROC .	 D2aTA ARRAY
STD. DEV.
	 DATA
CALCULATED	 ( 20 x ^,6 X 3)
20 CHANNEI.,S
UP TD Z6 LEVELS
ON FINAL	 1-mean; 2-std.
LEVEL	 dev; 3-SNR/responsivi-^y
SNR
AND
RESPONSIV2T'Y
C.^fT. ,CULATED
RETURN FOR
NEXT LEVEL
PRINT
2Dx16x3
ARi^Y
Figure 4-5. FUNCTIONAL CTD-TDT SOFTWARE FLDW DIAGRAM
t
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FILL RAW DATA
ARRAY FOR
FULL GHTP ONE
RADIANCE LEVEI,
(2Q x 45G)
2 channels/rec ld ^rec/1
456 samples/channe3.
^^
^'.
I.
NEXT
.^
^^
and file numbers dialed into the tape recorder console. The remaining data in
each recoxd is 456 samples of 2 of the 24 TbS channels. The 10 bit data words
axe taken from the ] puffer and stored in a 20x456 word array for fixrther pro-
cessing.
The first processing step calculates the mean and standard deviation of
each element using the relations below. ^7sing this data a new 3 dimensional
array is created containing the mean and standard deviation of each element of
_	 l 455X^ _ 455 
nil Xikm
_	 1 456 2
Sik _ 456 ^ Xir
n=1
_	 1/2
_ 2
^' ^ sik - Xik
where i = element number
k ^ radiance level
X^ = element mean
5 ^ suit of square
6 = standard deviation
the array at each. of the radiance levels, The maximum number of levels is 16
with the actual. number input as a data caa-d with the program.
The gain (responsivity) factor is next calculated as the slope of a
straight line thxough the maximum and minimum irradiance. At each level ex-
wept dark a signal.--to-noise value is calculated. These values are also placed
i,n the data array.
4-13
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The final function of the program i.s to format and print the data for 	
^I
each of the irradiance levels, an example of which is shown in Figure ^--6.	 ^ }
First printed is a main header containing tape identification, mode identifi- 	 '^
^:
nation, and chip number. This is followed by a Listing of the mean, standard
deviation, and signal -to--noise ratio of each element. The listing proceeds
^^
from the highest Level to the lowest.	 ^.w,
f	 ^}
^.2 Correlated Double Sampling
	
	 `^^'
r--,
There are four main noise sources that determine the signal to noise 	 ^"-^^
` ij
^._:^
performance of this data: signal /leakage shot noise, Johnson noise of the
reset switch, on-chip amplifier noise, off- -chip amplifier noise. At law data
rates,<1 MHz, the Johnson noise of the reset switch is the dominant noise source.	
,^^
Unlil^e other noise sources after the reset switch is opened the noise has been tJ
effectively sampled and held which results in a fixed but unknown initial con- 	 ^^
lotion before the receipt of signal charge. Carrelated double sampling is a 	 (^j
technic,^ue of measuring this initial condition and removing the uncertainty and
hence this noise source from the video data. 	
..^^
A mechanization of correlated sampling is shown in Figure a-7. After the ^1
reset switch has opened, a clamp switch closes at the output of the preamplifier ^.'
to store the negative of the amplified reset noise charge on the coupling capa-
citor. The clamp switch then opens, sampling the electrometer and preamplifier
transistor noise and holding this sample also on the clantp capacitor. The next
3
signal charge packet is then transferred to the gate node of the on chip elec-
trometer amplifier. `the voltage at the preamplifier output is now the ampli-
I:_i
^^ :	
^	
i	 _	 ^	 _
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Figure X1--6. OUTPUT LASTING QF DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
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C17	 mining fectar.
C.D,S, Operations:
Z. Reset diode Wade to V R •^ kTCs
2. C1ase clamp switch sn negative of resit noise sample appears across CC.
Open clamp twitch.
^3. Transfer nts:ci signal charge packet to gated collection diode.
^I, Signal at ^ is f [ (q s •^ qn } _qnj ^ f (qs} alone, Oporate :.ampl@
switch to prerant corresponding signal at output,
^. °^savar5s
R	 Figure 4-^7. CORRELATED ROUBLE SAMPLIiQG }ZEPSO'SlES RESE '^' NOISE AT CCD OU'T`PUT
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fled signal plus the amplified reset noise plus the sampled transistor and
f
amplifier noise plus the on going time varying transistor and amplifier noise.
The voltage at the output of the clamp capacitor is the sum of amplified signal
	 ,^
,^
plus sampled electrometer ^ransistar plus amplifier noise plus the on going
	 ^ .
,
transistor and amplifier noise. The reset noise has been removed. The tran-
sistor sam 1e switch is then closed and o ened holdin at the out
	
^ ^
P	 p	 ,	 g	 Put the sum
^:
of the amplified signal plus two independent samples of electrometer transis-
	
^ ^..
j
for and preamplifier noise. The second amplifier noise sample was taken at the
instant the sample switch was opened. As shown in the example, the reset
	
^.i	 ^
^	 .^
i.
noise was an order of magnitude larger than the amplifier noise and its re-
	 ;,,^ ;
^^moval is important despite the double sampling of amplifier noise.
	 ,-,'
,;	 -	 1
Correlated double sampling has other advantages, however, since the clamp
and sample operations axe performed within a single element time, usually only
	 ^:^
one ar a few microseconds apart. The system output voltage is the difference
in instantaneous preamplifier output voltage between these two samples, which
effectively provides ac coupling to neglect any frame rate or quasi--dc level
shifts at the chip output. The effective frequency response of this system for
a 2 microsecond delay between the opening of the clamp and sample switches is
shown in Figure 4-$. The response at zero frequency is zero, and is very law
at low frequencies to greatly reduce the effect of excess Z/f noise in the
electrometer amplifier, the off chip preamplifier, the power supplies, or
thermal variation of the on chip amplifier.
Figure ^-9 shows a processor built on contract ^tA55-23$56 tvhich is sim-
filar to that used to test the sensor at a line time of 79.1 }isec. The processor
is fabricated in a multichip hyiaxid package an a ceramic substrate using thin
film gold interconnects. The amplifiers used are Westinghouse custom low power
operational amplifiers, switches are RCA CMOS 4016. The unit shown consists
of 4 channels contained in a 2" x l" ceramic package with 6$ pins.
^l
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5.l
	 ^]escription of Tests
'a	 ;^
^'i SincE Westinghouse invented correlated-double sampling and has developed 	 fII'
^'
^^
^J confidence in the results of this measurement. technique, six chips were mea^-
^^
E
cured an this manner as a baseline far comparison with results measured by the 	 ^.
r;
^^, -a high speed test equipment.
	 The correlated double sample measurements were made 	 ^.
`
:.	 ^	 ^ ^
at 79.2 usec line 	 tame as opposed to the 8 usec line time of the high speed 	 {!j
test equipment.	 The 79.2 usec line time, approximately an order of magnitude
i^^ ^
^	 } longer than system requirements, colors the data in •two ways.	 First, it allows
--^ leakage shot noise to be a dominant footer in the dark level noise. 	 Second,_
^^1 '^E 1 r
'`^ ^...^ all amplifiers have a smaller bandwidth, which effectively lowers their noise 	 ;.
E
¢:
cantribut:ions.	 Spectral response, linearity, dynamic range (in equivalent
^..I
charge), and gain uniformity may, however; be reasonably measured at this law- 	 :-
,.Ef
I
er speed.	 The data must be analyzed at equivalent charge levels far compari--	 I
;^ son, i.e., the charge level in the CCD well at 15.7 mW/m2
 and 79.2 usec line	 ^
".^
^
^:time is the same as that at 155 mW/m' and 8 usec line time. 	 ^:
E._l
i -`' The tests performed using the correlated double sampler are summarized
!
^I',
^^
in Table 5-1.	 Each test at a TDZ level was made at 14 levels of illumination
J
band limited to the 400 - 800 nm range of a 6000°K black body. 	 The spectral	 ^`
1
-^ tests consisted of measurements of response to 16 spectral bands plus ameasure- 	 '•
^
^ •.^^	 -^ ment of the dark output.	 The: leakage measurement consisted of the measurement
^ i a%
'^
k
_^ of the dark output of first TDZ-9, then TDl-6, TDI-3, and finally of the read 	 ^..
^
^
E,_	 ^,
^1
out register alone.	 A,11 of the measurements consisted of 255 samples of the	 j 
^
^^}	 ^	 ^
.^
output of each sensor on the chip.	
!^ ^-
^: ^^'E The detailed data from these testis are included as Volume 12, and only 	 .
I^
I^	 ^ is	 in	 this	 Fora summary
	
provided	 the various parts of	 section.	 each sensor	 ,..f
II
^
^
i.
I,^
`> s	 ,
^^
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^
i
a
^	 .s
_^-	 -.
^_^__ --__
	
--	 _	 -
^ ^	 ^
,^-
^1	 '^
E
`^	 ^^
_
^^
^i
^..^,
j
4
^, I ^TABLE 5--Z -.
'^	 ^
L
^. FORWARD R^4'ERSE	 SPECTRAZ, .^
' ^
CHIP ^	 TDZ-3 	TDl-6	 TDT-9	 LEAK. TDT-3	 TDB--6	 TDZ-9	 DBAK.	 FOR TDB-9
^	 . 11^^,	 X	 X	 X X	 X	 X	 X .^^
I .	 E^
1
11--5	 X	 X	 X X	 X	 X
,_]	 ^.I
`^ 11-3	 X	 X	 X X	 X	 X
^^	 i
Il-7 	 X	 X	 X X	 ^£	 X ,^-^,	
I'-
`..1
ll--l7	 X	 X	 X X	 X	 X
_
i
^;
i
11--13	 X	 x	 X	 X	 x	 X	 X
r--,
^	 ..
^^	 ;.
chip and TDB the mean output of the 256 samples of each element are listed for
^,
^--_-^
^.	 .
^..
^	
_;.
_
each light level.	 The standard. deviation is also listed far each element at each
^	 ,^
light level.	 For the spectral test, the mean output of each element at each
L^ 1
;'..
wavelength is listed,	 zn adcaitian, the deviation of the signal from a straight ^	 ^ ^-
^	 i`
'^ Brie between dark and maximum illumination was calculated for each element for
. ^ ^	 ^
all tests of chips 1.1--1 and 11-5 and for ^ elements at each level for the other
chips.	 The relative spectral response of al.l elements was calculated for each -^ ^^^
-^I element of chips 11--1 and 11-5 and for a elements each for the remaining chips.
^.
During these tests the correlated double sample unit operating characteristics
?r-	 i
I^^	 '3.
IY^t	 !	 '.-
remained unchanged except f^a.c an output attenuatipn of ^2X .-or TDI--9 measure-
,,	
,^iments of sensors 11-7, ^.^.^-^.7, and 11-1.
^,^
^'
^
Avery limited amount of data was taken at 8 uses line time. 	 Included in ^	 ^'^^
^	 ^	 ^.	 '	 ^
- ? Volume I1	 is a set of measurements on sensor 11-17 at 6 la.ght ^.evels p3.us dark. -;,;` i
ti ^ TDI-9, forward and reversa.^ In addition a set of measurements at dark for the ^ ^	 :-
three TDI modes forward and reverse was taken to assess the leakage effects. r--^,
^,
More complete measurements Gvere planned for the third phase program (not funded
-^at the time of this report).
a-2 ^ ^ .^
^w
_.
^^ -
5.2 Spectral. Response
The spectral response measurement consists a^ measurements at 16 spectral
3^ands plus dark. The spectral. bands have a 50 nm halfwidth with center: and
irradiance as shown in Tab7.e 5--2. The Xrradiance at each wavelergtr is
TABLE 5-2
VJAVi;Li;t^GTFi (nm)	 TRi2ADIANCI; 	 (mow/m2)
	
376	 1.4.057
	430	 2.957
	
473	 3.192
	
528	 2.554
	
571	 2.751
	
524	 2,155
	578	 2.131.
	
719	 2.].19
	774	 1.583
	
B30
	 2.037
	
875	 2.285
	
324	 ^	 2.553
	
9$1
	
3,997
	
1019	 5.473
	
1081	 16.149
	
1130	 45.1.62
1	 i ^}y.^
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i
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i
i
j	 ^^;
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3	 !
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^ri .	 ,
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i
^^,
^;,:
i-	 !
^^	 :^
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{	 ^	 -
..	 ..
i
f^	 t
"^	 'I
^`	 ^
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i
weighted inversely proportional to the ea^pected spectral response o£ the sensor.
This was done such that the sensor is always operating at a nominal output cur-
rent so that nonlinearities of the output do not cause errors in the spectral
response measurements.
3	 4- . .
Figure 5-1 shows fine relative spectral response of chip 11--5. The sol^,d 	 ^ '.^
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Line is the mean oi' the entire chip and the dashed line shows the maximum devi- 	 ':^
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ation from the mean. ^`igure S-2 is a plot the relative spectral response by
	
j ^';	 element at 981, 774, 528, and 376 nm. Zn all cases the deviation among Blew
	
3	 ments and the deviation Exam the mean spectral response of the chip is no more
s,
	
JJ^ !	 ^^	 than 10^ of full scale. The spectral characteristics of this chip are summari::ed
I	 ^	 ;II,J
in the table below. These pax'ameters are all within specification except the
	
^	 4^•^
	
^ ^^^	 ripple in the SDO--900 nm band and the slope on the 740-800 run hand. The m? ;timum
'	 ^^
j	 ( TABLE 5-3
j{	 i
^	 '`
	
^'
BAND (Tint) SLOPE	 (^/^lIn)
-	 I .450 -- . ^2D 214
_	 ^	 -'-;i .520 - .60D 150
^	 ^^
f	 ^
.63D - .690 lOD
.74D 
^
.sacs 157
i	 }	 ,^
€ .soa - .910 l55
^.	 ;j
^,
RIPPLE (b)
2.6
1
1
9
slope for a constant quantum efficiency detector with the peak shotm in Figure
- ^ 5--1 is 135^/um which is 20^ less than the measured value and only just within
specification.	 The ripple has exceeded specification because the band la.mits
^^ happen to lie on either side of the spectral	 The spectral curvepeak. appears
^'^
quite normal with an almost constant quantum efficiency.
^I 	
^^
i
The quantum efficiency, ^l may be determined by the relation between the
. ^	 ^ noise output and the irradiance. The noise-equivalent-signal exposure (NES)
:^
` ^ or the exposure at which S/N = 1 may be written:
!	
^^-f
:_1.1 1/z
NE5 =	 K2 -^ q H^ t	 joule/m2
i ^^	 R
where K =constant and includes all constant noise sources
.	 '
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q ^ elactronic charge
FT ^ a.rradiance
^.
t ^ integration time
_ 4 ^ ^1A
`^ - h c b ampsf(watt/m2) ar caulomLs/( joule/m2)
^^ =area of detector
i
I
^^	 ^
^p .I
^1:.
f
h = P^.anck = s constant = G.G25x10 --3^ joule-sec
c ^ speed of light = 3x10$m/sea
A ^ ^,tave2ength
By measuring the slope of the NES2
 curve versus illumination the quantum effi-
ciency may be found by the relationship
he ^ °8 (H t)
^ ^ ?^	 Ap	
^ {I^Eg^)
A plot of I^TaS 2 versus e^;posure is shown in Ffigure 5- 3 for chip 11-5 and the
quanl:um efficiency is found to be 7Q^ at G50 nm.
used on this spectral. response curve ii. is useful to convert the irradi--
once requirements of the sensor at various bands into an equivalent number of
ol,ectx 'ons so that measurements taken at any spectral band may be referred to any
other spectral band. The conversion shown in Fable 5-4 gives the result in
holes/^'D^' stage to further generali2e ;results.
Hales describe a jargon invented by Schacicley and others to describe the effec-
	 ` 1^-	 i
five positive charge signal carrier (as opposed to the negative charged elec-
^.iron) in certain doped semiconductor materials.
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5IGNAL IRRADIANCE
W/m2 HoZes/TDI Sage
.7.55 1.21x3.04
.3.43 3_.29x7.04
. 0$7 .93x1.04
.055 .68x104
.3.02 1.4x104
2	 .66
3	 .77
4	 X855
^.' .a
SPECTRAL CENTER
S
^	 BALD WAVELENGTH
^^
'^
;^
r 0 , 185
^
^
^.	
^ 1 .56
.98 7.B8x1D4
,g7 8.77x104
,62 6.60x104
.41 5.1x104
.75 1.03x105
MAX IRRADIANCE
W/m2 FIo1es/TAI S^ta^
'TABLE 5-5
i LEAKAGE DATA FOR TWO 3]EVICES
Ni3Mf3ERS ARE IN DIGI'T'AL COUN'T'S
11-7	 11-3
EL ^ FORWARD REVERSE
1 81.6 67.5
2 7.3.0,5 97.6
3 54.8 58.0
4 92.7 82.2
5	 ^ 139.8 3.21..3
6 1.65.3 1.53.3
7 208.2 224.9
8 174.5 165.7
9 162.0 147..0
1D 124.8 7.08.5
11 177.7 180.3
12 1.10.5 10 0.5
13 272.7 296.5
14 134.6 161..6
15 3.42.4 160.0
16 414.4 435.4
17 394.5 412.4
18 676.5 638.3.
19 578.3 570.3
2D 333.2 327.5
r = 98 counts/^!0'/m2
R = 1.81x10^15coulombs/^t3
5--9
fl
FORWARD	 REVERSE
?14.1 $7.4
96.6 575.G
90.2 76.5
357..6 361.2
88.9 56.2
87.1 72.3
52.5 7.09.9
31.15 104.5
51..5 79.5
3.28.8 7.39.0
236.2 237.2
91.3 92.8
324.3 149.6
139.2 189.7
368.4 454,8
7.07.3 200.2
125.4 218.4
156.0 262.0
159.3 229.5
237.7 256.5
x = 93 coun^s/^t,I/m2
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5.3 leakage
'^'hE leakage of the sensor is difficult to determine since only andarect
w
techniques are available for its measurement. The techniq^zes used is to com-
	 ^--a
1
r
pate the leakage from the change 3.n dark level that is measured as the TDI mode
	 ^^'
changed. The change in output may be equated to leakage through the measured
	 "`
_^
response of the sensor and its quantum efficiency by:
r°
ff
	 ^ 1
T = `X2 - X^ Ft	
^_^
L	 I	 ^--,.
l t2 - tl^ r	 ^:..^
i.:: ;
where X =the element output in digital. counts ^`^•
t
^.
t =integration time
number o£ TDI stages (M) x lane time
^^
R = responsivity in coulombs/Z..IJ/m2
r	 responsivity	 counts/^J'/m2=	 an digital ^,_
Table 5-5 lists the difference between TDI-9 and TDI-0* for two chips test- ^,.^
ed with correlated sample readout at 79.2 }.lsec line times.
	 The output changes
varied between 676 counts (9.1x10` holes} to 37 counts (5.2x10 3 hales).
	 This '-^
is equivalent to 356 - 20 nA/cm2 . r...^`
Tn an attempt to determine the leakage cf the shift register the line tune
^. A
was increased by a factor of 2 to 158.4 }sec. 	 The change in output should be ^'.^
._a..
proporticnal to the leakage of the output shift register.	 Although the changes
S^
i.	 {
in output were quite large in some oases the standard deviation did not change -^
'
" ^t
F:.	 ^
i _. _x
The TDT--O mode results when the reverse output is being read while the array ^--^
is being clocked in the TDI-9 Forward mode.	 In this made na charge is being
i-
i^^.^
clocked	 onto the reverse readout register, then the leakage being monitored is
forward	 is
_
that of the readout register only.	 Simarly when the	 output	 mon-
itored and	 the sensor is clocked i.n. the 'I,'DI-9 Reverse mode.
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relatively as it should. Therefore it is believed that the changes were also
a function of the correlated sample thus partially masking the leakage of the
output register.
5.4 Uniformity of Aark Level
The response at dark is dependent upon four factors: the bias setting ox
the processors itself, electrical pattern noise, the leakage of individual de-
tectors, and the leakage of the output register and readout node. 'fhe bias
of the channel sets the average level of the sensor output. Electrical pattern
noise enters the output as either an offset of the average of the bus or as
individual element offset differences; these are usually due to interactien of
transients present in the timing artd/or the video output vrith the processor.
The leakage of individual elements contributes to farther deviation of the ele-
ments from the mean. The shift register leakage raises the average output of
each bus since it contributes the same average leakage to each Pixel. The
perfoxmance goal for the sensor is channel-channel dark level variation of 2^
of band 2 irradiance, the requirement is less than lOb. Referring to section
5.2 this equates to 6.6x103
 holes/TDI stage to achieve 10^, and . 1.32x10 3 for
^+^ .
Table 5-6 lists the dark level output for ^ devices measured with the
correlated double sampler. Since elements 1-10 or elements 1I--2Q are always
operated through the same channel regardless of sensor chip TDB length or di-
rection, comparison between groups should give the chip-chip comparison if it 1
is presumed the external amplifiers can be precisely set. Far elements 1-10
the spread between chips is 251 -- 523 counts or approximately 3.2x1Q^ holes
at TDT-0 and 5.6xlO J
 within a chip. This is essentially pattern noise since
no signal is entering the output register. At TDI-3 the variations increase
sli htI t d 1x10 h l
	 d b t	 h'	 d l l ag y o ...	 o es spree a weep c zps an	 .3x 0 holes ,aith^.n a chip. 	 ^
_	 ,
,^L	
11J
,_	 ^^
^!
The spread within a chip Meets the 10^ of maximum band 2 requirement but not 	 r--, ^^ i
the 2^ goal.
There is a Large spread o£ dark levels bet4^een groups ^. -l0 and. 11-20. It
is suspected that this is due to a large leakage in the output register of
group 11--20 that is related to register design. This has been confizmed by
visual observation of the uxspracessed video wave^'orm on several devices. how-
ever, no cause for this preferential leakage has ypt been located.
TABLE 5-6
DIFFERENCE IN C€iANNEL-iO-CHANNEL OEITPLj'1' A'T DARK
TDZ--O
	
`^'D1--3
CEiANNEL	 FflR	 REV
CHIP	 N0.	 MAX	 D1TN	 N^AX.	 MIN
1^.--3	 1--10	 394	 381	 338	 323
11-20 1323	 1192	 1862	 ?.837
FOR
	
M^K	 MCN
	
464	 395
	
1394	 13D4
REV
	
MAX	 MIN
	
386	 355
	2 	 1891
117	 1--10 293 251 378 373 383
11-20 2119 1904 978 972 2297
3.1^-17	 1.-10 523 476 342 337 615
11--20 2073 18$6 1$30 182D 2154
11-4	 1-10 300 284 259 254 387
11-20 631 602 1091 10$4 744
272 444 391
1981 1173 1032
50$ 441 360
1933 2009 1860
31$ 1657* 274
671 2201 1131
where 1 count ^G 120 electrons
* one leaky element
'The measured offset for a chip operated by the high speed sampler in the
TDT.--9 mode is shown in the table below. Tn these measurements the bias far each
FOR	
TDI-9 gE^i
CHIP	 MAii	 MIN	 MAC€	 NIZN
	
11-17 1-10	 939	 780	 966	 6'13
	
11-20	 852	 380	 892	 450
*where ^. count }G 550 electrons
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^.
^'	 ^,^	 channel. was not necessarily the same far a gxaup of elements fortaard and re-
I
't ^ ^	 verse. The specification of 10^ variation here requires 75 counts maximum
^^
I	 ^^
	 :.
i	 difference bettaeen elements and this specification was not met. The largest
contributor to the very large variation among elements was f'ecd--thru noise
(elec-trical transients). This was obvious Ln visual observations of the video
waveform from the sensor. Where transients occur in the line time due to sensor
phase txansitians, large offsets occur in the time frame of each element.
5.5 Signal-Noise Ratio
The p^^dicted signal-to-noise performance for the two methods by which the
sensor was measured are shown in Table 5-7. The table shows that bath technicues
are expected to exceed requirements with comfortable margins. With the corre-
hated double: sample readout techniques the predicted margin is 176a for TDI--g
in, the worst hand (band 3). For the simple video sample technique the predicted
margin is 1000. The difference between these two t echniques is not great be-
cause at TDl-^9 for the specified irradiances the noise is being dominated by sig-
^^;.
l
Table 5-8 shows the measured signal to noise performance of sensor 11--5 for
its three different TDT modes in the fortaard direction. The measurements were
	
E	 '
made at 13.07 mW/m2 in the TDB-3 and TD:C-5 modes and 1.5.7 mW/m2 far TDT-9. The	 E.^ `
	
f	 _
values in parentheses are extrapolations to 15.7 mW/m^. Since the measurement
^.._..
was taken at 79.1 usec using band limited 400 - 800 n^^ n 6000oK blackbody radia-
tion, these measurements can be viewed as being at the equivalent signal le^rel
of band 1 (assume all. energy centered at the mean wavelength x-600 nm). Under
thiG assumption the specification is exceeded at TDT-6 and TDT-9. Tn TDT-° the 1:
	
+	 .
margin is snout 2C^ less than calculated in the noise model for the high speed
	 ,
s ample:c .
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nal shot noise according to the model.
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TABLE 5-$.
	 MEA5UREB BAND 1 S/N RA,TIO OF CHIP 11-5
REQUIRED PERFORi^1ANCE FOR BAND 1 -- 5NR = 145
^.'DI-3 TDI-6 TDI-9
EL '^ @ 13.07 mW/m2 @ 13.07 mW/m2 @ 15.7 mW/m2
7. 3.3.1(128} 1°7 (227) 278
2 102(11$} 198(228) 281
^ 110(3.27} 193 (223) 272
4 210(127) 185(213) 276
5 79 (91) 159 {183) 3.60
6 102(118) 198(228) 24$
7 114(132} 190(219) 277
8 107 {123} 1.95 (225) 288
9 103 (3.3.9) 185 (223) 286
10 121(140) 193(223) 273
11 3.19 (137) 210 (242) 287
12 113 (7.30) 228 (263} 287
13 134(155} 224(258) 306
14 136(157)- 196(226) 300.
15 7.29 (149) 145 (1.67) 169
3.6 3.28 (1.48} 224 (258) 301
17 127. (140) 220 (254) 304
18 13g (7.55) 209 (241) 288
19 3.20 (138} 195 (225} 293
20 3.63 (188} 267 (30$} 415
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TABLE 5-7. NORSE ANALYSTS OF TDI-CHZP
TRRADTANCE A'I' DE'T'ECTOR
IRRADIANCE
@ 8.0 }lsec
(LV/m2 ) ELL'CTRQNS
.155 1.18x105
.143 3..16x10$
.087 .53X1.05
.055 ,62x105
.102 1.27x105
EiTGH SPEED
PREDICTED S/N
PHOTON
1VOISE LIMIT
344
340
288
249
356
178 - 296
279 - 307
222 - 251
178 - 207
294 - 323
ai ^^._._-^-__^ ____f____._l._
^!^
^^
SPECTRAT.+
RAND
(^► }
I
450 - 520
520 -- 600
630 - 690
740 - 8b0
800 - 910
^:^J h
CORRET.^ATEB	 ^' ^	 _ 1
DOUBLE SAMi'LE
i333
	 ^ .. .
330
	 ^.^
275
	
_
^^	 ;.
235	 ^^
346
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^.^' 1 	^,^ Tah1e 5-9 lists the signal-to-noise ratio of chip 11-17 measured at the
	 '^I
^' y
^
^	 1^^
,,
B ^lsec line time at 70 mW/m2
 iZ^.umination at 650 z^ztt.
	 the va^.ues range from
^^	
L.
^1 '^ 30,2 to 55.3, which is only 15 - 25w of the ^;r pdicted value.
	 Here the noise
!. appears to increase very rapidly with increasing expasux'e and is thought to be
` related to ^Ehe still not complete3.y proven test stand,
l ;	 ^^
^..
f
^
jj I^
'TABLE 5--9.	 SENSOR 11-3.7 S/N i
{	 '
++
^
1'D1-9, i'or	 H = 70 mW/m2
F^ 1
^^ EL ;^	 S/N
I	 ^^^ ^.1	 39.44	 _..^ I
2	 43.46	 j
^ '
3	 46.10	 ^ "
4	 32.21	
^.
. ^ 5	 46.44	 !	 '
.	 6	 42.00
' ^ 3
7	 52.80	 ^	 '
^^
^
8	 55.32	 ^`
^.w
9	 48.28	 t
^^ 10	 47.31
11	 39.15	 I
^!
12	 49.82
^---^ 13	 54.23.
' ^^ .^^
14 30.24	 '`
3.5	 55.61
-
16	 52.41
I
17	 52.92	 .
'^, ^ 18	 40.54
^^ 19	 32.84 ^' .
tii
^ 20	 50.50 ^
^.
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^'he measured performance of these devices in the CDC exerciser has alsp
differed from predicted values by significant amoturt:s, but the identified prob-
lem is a high level of dark noise. 'In an attempt to locate the source of the
excess noise it is useful to review briefly the noise model. The general Haase
model may be written:
signal 2	 CCA	
2	
sensor 2
shat	 .^ trapping	 -I- leakage
noise &release	 shat
noise
	
noise
diode 2	 an chip ^	 off chip ^
^- reset 3- amplifier	 -i- amplifier
r;wise	 noise	 noise
3- quantizing ^
noise
	
1
	
r Q ..v:
•'s---
I
	
^J
	 r t'
^^ ::^
• r,
%^^
1/2
Qn
E
^ ^^^
Ly.
I
r^^^
i._:a
F
_	 1.
^ ^ ^,
With corzeJ.ated double sampling the model is reduced by the elimination of the
reset noise. Expressing the model algebraically, where all terms in the bracket
have the units ar noise charge squared referred to the input of the first nn
chip amplifier yields the following resu^.t.
^	 .,-	
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^	 ^--'	 2	 2	 2	 holes ,
	
i r^	 + en12L1fnICS2 -^- 1r12 pfn2CS -^-	 ^'^^ OS
	
^I '.	 5 2
	 1024Ggm^'
	
;^	 ^^	 m
	^^^	 ^ with typical values:
	
^ ^	 1	 --3^	 -39
	 -34	 -34	 -36
	
^ ^	 }	 --	 2.56x10
	 E ^- 1.16xI0	 -^- 1.5x10	 ^- 7.2x10	 -+- 8.8x10
	
- ,	 1.6x10--19
	
^. {	 -F 3.5x10-36 ^- 1.50x10-35
.^
#^-^
	
•} ^ ^	 1..:-f which at daxk is
	
:,;	 ..
	
^.^ ^	 I	 ^	 -34 Z^2
	
_ ' ^	 -	 ^ 97x10 ^	 = 187 holes
^ 1.6x10-19i
	
I	 (, i	 '
,:^^ L^^ With correlated double sampling this becomes:
	
l	 ^"""
Q -	 ^'	 0.77x10-3^ ^ 83 holes
	
^_^	 n - 1.6x10-19
^
(€ 	^^--??
	
E ^	 4
assumes: IL 3.0 pA
E •'
	
^	 CS=.18pf
L 1
	
°;	 TDl ^ 3
these values are substantially Lower than the measured values. Other
noise sources could include leakage in the output register and collec}ion diode,
which was not included in this model. ^o measure output register leakage, the
clock frequency was halved to double the time to collect leakage charge in the
Ent W 15 nV/HzI^2
Integration tune = 234 i^sec
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output register and the signal and response standard deviation were compared
with those measured at 78 ^lsec per line, both with TDT-Q. Data was taken only
with ^E CDS exerciser. Results far chip 11-17, while not consistent, indicate
leakage for elements L through l0 were 97 pA and 68 pA respectively from re-
spouse and standard deviation changes, which would predict NES = l8 to 22 n^7/m2,
approximately the measured value an this chip. For elements 11 i.hrough 20, the
leakage values are 374 and 129a pA, corresponding to NES of 43 and 80 n^/m^,
which span the measured value of about 60 n^'/m2.
Thus the source of excess noise in these sample cY:?ns at the slower rate
of the CDS equipment appears to be leakage either in the output register, or
in the summing gate and collection diode, or some effect in the signal processor.
The consistent difference between the fizst and second output registers on each
side of the chip suggests that the affect, it it originates on chip, is not
bulk leakage in the silicon, but rather current flow along an unwanted inver-
sion path near the output diode or some other unintended detail in the mask de^
sign. There was unfortunateJ_y insufficient time to isolate and in addition
correct this problem during phase 22. Experience on similar devices in these
Laboratories, indicates that the correction should be straight forward. The
effect is far ^.ess serious when the chips are operated at the higher data rates
intended for the application.
5.6 Dynamic Range
The xelative output versus illumination is shown in Figure 5--d for chip
1L-5 far the three TDT modes'. The output is linear to the extremes of
Tn this section all irl:adiances are with respect to a 5500K source band limited
to 0.4 ^m to 0.8 gym.
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the measurement. necause of the lOx slower speed of operation these measure-
	 y ^ S
°: i
meats indicate that tha device would be Linear t^ bayonu 350 mW/m2 at TDT--9
	 ,^.s
L ^	 ^	
j
and a line rate of 8 ^lsec and beyond 500 mW/m 2
 for TDI-3. These measurements
were limited by the dynamic range of the A/D converter, not the sensor chip.
	 ^ s
The linear dynamic range of an element in thy: array does not however tell
^.: L	 1the whole story of dynamic range. Plots of noise power versus exposure, like
those used to calculate quantum efficiency, have shown a nonlinearity at high-
er exposure contrary to theory. A plot standard de^Jiatian sc^:,^^red versus
illumination is sho^,m in Fi
	 ~ .^`gore 5-5. These nonlinearities occur despite linear 	 `,,,
signal output. Tt is theorized t^^at the nanlinearity is due to a saturation
	
ter-,
occ^.zrring in the along scan (X) direction that manifests itself as a smearing of ^'"
adjacent pixels. This smearing would thus cause sample to sample correlation, 	 ^'
tl w
and thus, reduce noise. Since it occurs in the along scan (X) direction no flat
field measurement would show it. Further evaluation is necessary to determine
if these nonlinearities are due to true saturation or to test errors, and to
measure effects on otI_:.r parameters such as i++iTF.
5.7 linearity and Gain
Figure 5-6 is a plot of the deviation from a straight line between dark
and the output at 90 mW/m2 far several elements chip 11--5 at TDT-3. The devi-
ation from the straight line is due to (l) calzbratian error of the individual
Tight levels, and (2) the nonlinearities of the sensor itself. The figure is
platted in A/D counts, when the maximum signal is approximately 2200 counts.
This plat shows a deviation of less than 1^ of maximum si_<^^al.
The deviation from the straight line by element at 13 mW/m 2 is plotted in
Figure 5-7. The output level is approximately 350 counts. The spread among
these elements if 4.6^ of this new maximum signal output.
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The gain variation among chips as illustrated by Fable 5-10 which shows 	 ^.^ I !1
the gains for two chaps normalized to the maximum gain afi TDI--9 and 3.5.7 mW/m2. 	 '^^" j i
-.
The maximum gain variation is 10^ pax' the two chips. 3:n addition, the chip-to--
	
	 j
Iii
chap gain was t^athin 100. Th^.s a^s unusually close since the gaan of the chip	 i,.^	 3
^...^	 ^
is pri.maraly controlled by the output ^'ET transcanductance, which can vary as 	 ^^ iy^i!	 ^	 -,
much as 2:1 between chips. 	 ^---^
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T 'FTviF DELAY .AND uVTEGR_4TIQN IMAGE SENSORS
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Iu certain applications, it is important to view the object plane .ram a
p3.atfarin which has linear motion relative to the object plane. zn such cir-
cumstances, the object/sensor motion may be used to generate one dimension oy
the image field. Atypical example of this type o.^ image generation is the
remade sensing plat.^orm of the Landsat program. This made of image generation
is commonly called the "pushbroom" made. Figure l shows a schematic diagram
of an electro-optical system using a linear array of sensor eXements in the
°Ipushbroom" mode. As the sensor array moves across the scene due to the
re'1a.tiVe motion, the scene is synthesized into a series of strips. 2^ a
3.inear array is used, then there is a tradeot^ between signal.--to--noise ratio
and resolution in the along--track direction. The use of CCD`s in the TDz
mode has aJ.Zowed the "pushbroom" concept to be extended to provide additional
sens^.tivity (signal) without a sacrifice in.resolutian. 	 -
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Fig. l Schematic diagrane of an^ima;ing
system•
2.0 THE pL`.SH3ROOM i^i^GTNG MORE
^hett the sensax and the scene to be viewed have a constant rela-
tive velocity. .s Zinear array of sensor elements ran be used far
ima;ing as shown in fiig. 2. The minimum gea^retri.cally reso^.vable
dimension in the along-track direction in the object plane, dgeom?
is determined by the speed of the sensor projected onto the object
plane via the optical systen, Va, and the integration time aE t:he
sensor, T; i.A.,
dgeom ` VoT	 s	 (l}- ^: a-
where dgeom is the along-track distance covered by a sensor ele-
ment projected - onto the object: plane in an integraticn time. Gsing
the t^onificaticn t•elation, the speed o:E a paint in the abject
plane projected ants the i^rsage plane, V^ , , is
Vi = (f/r} Vo	 (2}
.wE^ere f =focal length of the optical system..
r =object plane to image plane distance.
.	 Vo- speed o E a point in the image plane: pro jec ted ant o
..	 .the abject plane.
The output signa3. is proportion^aL to tht input irradiance, ^I, and
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Therai'oxe, the ratio of the geometrical resolution and the
signal pelt of the array is independent of T. This xepresents
a basic tradeoFf for the pushbroom mode; i.e., T can be reduced
to decrease d^eo^,^, but S also decreases. Another factor is the
data rate chane^ when the exposure time is altered.
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Fi.g. 2 Pushbroom imaging concept
(aptia5 not shoran).
3.O THE T].^iE DELAY AND ZPt'F^ORATiOZ^I (TDI) ^fOAE
If ,
 the ,image plane were compcise^d of a number (M) of elements con-
, ti,gu qus in . the s-direction tc, fox-m an axra.^ of columns , if the
. columns •were electrically delayed in the x-direction 2.t the same
speed,ViJ
 as the scene is scanned across the image plates, a.ud if
the outputs from all elements in a given column were added,. then
the output signal would be M times 3arger ti^an ti7at from a single
line array of equal. elemental dimensions. This situation is shown
in Fig. .3 and is called wire time delay and integration mode. Ocher
names are delay-and-adcl and image-motion comp^±zsation t=aodes . TEte
basic restilt is that thy- signs}. in Eq, (3) is' increased by tl^e
factor M while geometrical resolution in Eq. (L) is ti;±changed.
Titus, the Hera equations anaiodous to Eqs . (L) and (3) arE
dgeom - VqT '
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A major advantage of the TDT mode is thaC the e^cposttre time is
increased by the factor ;I without affecting the geotnetr^.cal `^i
x'esolution.	 This improves the ].ores-light-level capaE>ility with- L`^
out affecting the xesoluta.on or data rate,	 An advantage is the
electrically alterable exposure tune without a change in the ^'-^
output data rate.
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Fig. 3 T'iate delay and integration (TDI} coucapt
(optics not shown).
` li-,0	 TESI ARRr^Y ORGANx "LATIQIZ ^ _,^	 ',
.
The natural TD2 CCD chip organizatiat3, sftacan in Fig . 4,
	
is bas i-	 I
I	 ^
^`-^
cally a parallel.-serial desire. The parallel imaging columns are
composed of ^1 deli,}*
-
and -add stages	 (CCD stages). ^:Itese id calurns
^
4
are	 ? tinlexed into an ^ -s to ;e CCD serial. shift re^;is ter far	 ^ -
readout. There i.s no need for separate fratze or line storage
with this modes of operation; i.e., all of the calumtts are apti- 	 1
cal.ly active. Qnly the .horizontal. outptat register is sE^ielded
•	 from light,
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For l^r^-light levels,	 the TI}I imager would operate iii tExe t:^^ise {	 #
litttited regions;	 i.e., the minitntam resolvable dimension :.n tl^e
slang-track direction is given by
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where
3
C	 scene constrast,A
S	 responsivity in nti^/watt,
A	 =	 optically active area of sensor rcra,
M	 number of TDE stages ,
^
=
T	 integration time,
H	 =	 zrradiancc on tE:e image plane,
_
e	 ^	 electronic chard^,
=	 noise	 (in number of electz •ens) introduced
at each TDI stage, and
N2 	-	 noise (in number of electrons) introduced
I by the output amplifier ^l]. -
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Fig. G	 Time delay and integration array
organisation.
There are three cases to be exar•^ in^:d with ree2rd to the	 Evr,c-
tional dependence of drain on r1: y {!)	 i,f pEiaten noise dominates .
then dmi;^ is proportional to .1 -'- ;	 (2)	 if N.
	 dar^fnates ,	 the drain
is	 proportional to M"' 4 ; and	 {3)	 if ir'4 dominates,	 then drain	 is
proportional to ;.-` .
6 . Q
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In any approac;^ to lcn+,-li g'^t-leve? irt.•^ging	 it is necessary	 to
be able to predict,	 by the use ar appropriate	 theory,.	 tlio ability
of the system to resolve detail. 	 In	 lo^a-Light-Ici-e1 i^a.aing the
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. maximum quantity of information transmitted is frequently not of
great interest, and it is often necessary to give up informazf.en
of a certain type in arder to increase the quantity of inforsw3-
lion of other types . HoEaever, in arder to make comparisons i t is
necessary to kncar the relationsl^ips q f the image transfer pro-
perties of individt;al System camgonents to tEte equivalent pro-
pet:ty of the complete system. In addition, iC is necessary to
4cnow ho^a well each component transfers image details and con-
trasts.
Use of the modulation transfer function (T^ITF) makes it
passible to compute the effects on ir^-tge rendition of the diF-
ferent elements through which an itr^age is transmitted between
the scene and the observer. Actually the information continues
on to the observer's brain, and some consideration as to what is
-	 required to recognize an object is necessary. Any mechanism that
operates nn or collects infor:t ►ation modifies 'it in sar ►e way, so
that infortaatian delivered in hard-copy £arm is different from
the original scene information. These differences can be predicted
to a great extent by the use of ^iTF's . Manipulation aE the ^iTF`s
permits the description of the difference bettaeen the input in-
formation and the output information without an exact kno:,riedge
of the nature of the information itself. Eecause the effects of
each element that transmits the information can be accounted far
separately and the total effect determined by tlt4 mulCipla.cation
of etch of those functions, their use is ehtremely advantageous.
The close relationship between spatial frequency and fineness of
detail, tahich preserves intuitive clarity, makes the MTc a potaer-
ful tool in the analysis of imaging systems,
The effects tahich cause the imaging array response (signal)
to decrease at high spatial frequencies are: (^.) the geometry
of the integration aperture, (2) the degree to which the avera_e
speed of the charge packets is matched to the speed otr the scene
moving across the array, (3} the discrete nature of the charge
mo^#=i.^^n, and (^) the charge transfer inefficiency. These effects
are treated separately in the remainder of this section. Since
any scene can be analyzed into Fourier components in abj^.ct 5pac^.^
(x s y), a general treatment of the response of a sensor array
reduces to an analysis or". the response to a s inusaid of arbitrary
s.pat^al frequency.	 .
6.l Integration ^fTF (Geometry of Integration Aperture)
e
If the distance bettaeen sample-s on the imago plane in cite x-
directian is p, then the Nyquist frequency is
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The Fourier component of the irradiance on the array at spatial
,,	 ^ frequency ^' is
I	
^ Hl	 = F^to ^Z -ir m ccs	 (2 T; f x} E
^
(S)
^^
This
h • f ^.
can also be taritten
.	 ^^ H1	 = Ho `I ^- m cos	 (^^ fn
	
'^ }^
p
(9)
'1j	 ^^
^: If the integration aperture is Gx in width, t!^en the output:
i	 t charge pattern is that due t:o a different intensity pattern f^L
^_^
{ R
^^ + {^^	 -
^	 ^^ ^	 ^
:, ^	 ^J
^
^ ^ p	 Ha it -E- m cos	 (1i ^n P)^ dx (la)
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^^i L^^^
^# Integrating Eq.
	 (1) and simplifying gives
^_.J
^^I p
_ II ^^ Z	 fn p
^f
^`	 ^F,^^^
^.
Therefore, the k1TF of the integration process zs
T7	 f	 dx ^	 .
'---^ MTF •	 ^, =	 sin	 2	 ^n	 P (Z2 )^ inte4 ;-r	 f	 clx
^--^	 i 2	 fn	 p
L.::^
In the Ti]Z CCD array organisation, 	 the integration apertz^re ^^;
,` ^.s equal to the distance betxaeen samples, 	 p,	 {ti^is is al:,^ trite^
in the y-direction}. Therefore, the pictuxe elements are can-
tiguous in both directions. This is shcr!an in Fib;. 5 fora 3-pi:^.sE
^
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the inCegration MTF itt fife z-direction g ill be given by the same
expression with thy: appropriate modification i^ pa is dil:Ferent
fr am lax .
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Fig. ^ 5che^tic diaram shocaing inte;ration
aperture di;^ersions.
5.2 Synchronism ;ti!'^F (;~fetching 1;}.ectra.ca^. 2nd tlechanical Scans)
if the average speed ar the charge packets fs not exactly equal
tp the speed of the motion of the scene across the image plane,
then the response c^ill be de;raded ^2j. ^^ the difference 6e-
tween th° average speed or the charge packets (V} and the speed
of the scans on the iceage plane (Lri ) is ^V, then alter P! CDT
sages t}te cktarge pacicets will be dis;^laced from what-e eltey
should be if the synchroniss^ t,rere perfect, by tltc distance
PIP('^V/V) . Tn effect the array sees a traveling wa ge ins teat! of
a {iz:ed Fourier component representing eac;t spatial r4^uercy.
'Lhe PlTF degradatiat: due to this effect can he determined by
noting the equivalence i^4tT^ aeen (1) an inrinitesi^,al aperture
sampling a traveling wave with relative speed ^1V £^r a time :lP,`1i
e.nd (2) an aperture of width i`!P(^V/V) sampling a statiana^r}^ t^*eve
as shown in Fig.. b. ^lterefare the form of this MTV is Sq. (13)
faith tax rep Laced by ^!P(^V/V) i.e.,
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Fig. 6 Diagrams indicating the effect of
non-synchronism on aperture Size.
Fa.gure 7 shotas curves of (riTF)^E^ vs . f/fn with r1(^V /V) as Che
parameter. For M(^1^t,'V) = 2, the :1TF is 0.64 at f/fn = ^ and zero
aC f/fn = 1. Further ^1TF degradation due to higher :^1 {^,^r /V) would
be intolerable. This is an important design criterion for. TDI L'C3
arrays , if iC is assumed that a practical value or” LV/" is 1`/0,
then using the criterion that x1 {c^V /V) s 2, gives ^1 s 200. There-
faxe £ar ^V/V ^° l%, more than 200 delay-and-add s Cages is im-
practical. The., ine^uali t er . `i(^[+/V) $ 2 i s the nrimar_y cr__te_ rion
used to choose the number of TDZ stagAS. 	
__..
b.3 Discrete charge motion MTF
Even if the average speed of the ckzarge packets is equal to the
speed at which the image moves across the sensors, tltere ,,;ill.
still. be a loss of response due to the discrete nature of the
charge transfer compared with the uniform tt^otion o€ the snene
across the sensor ^3]. BeLZ•reen frog successive transL•ers or" charge,
the imago gill move a dis tance d = p/r,^,^ , tahere p is ttte center-
"	 to-center spacing between OOI3 stages (net electrodes} and nos is
the number of trans hers per stage {number of phases) . This Toner.
mill change. tfie sensitivity function for an e1e^:er,t in the direc-
tion of motion from S^ (s) to Sa (:^) where
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^	
^	
m.
	
II	 -^
",.
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,,
'	
^W	
..^, .. ..
Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (].7) gives
'	 .	 m	 d /2	
F:
	
^ ^	 !
Rn (£) = ^'
	
^^ 5 1 (x^x ^ } cL'{'	 e i.2rffxd^ .	 (!o)	 ^	 ` `	 ,^^	 ^	 ^^	 ^
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Hlalting thn substitution w W x-x' lives
dl2
	
^ 
(f) = ^.	 f	 SY (^r)ei2i^fwdw e^.2rfx' dx' 	
r
	d 	 ^ -^
-d/2
df2
Fl (f)e i2nfe' dY'
'" 
-• d f ^
	
12^ (f} sin pfd)	 {1^)pfd
Using fn = 1/Zp and d = pjc^. i.n i;q. (Z9), cnd recognizing Chr.t
ttte sin(}:)/x £actor a.s the ►l1F due i.o the di.sc;ete nature oL•
the charge transfer gi^tes
sin(	 f ^'
Y3 a	 1
2 ^ n ^
At the Nyqui.s t Lrec{uency the M7:F i.s
0.90 for ^ ^ 2,
0.55 for ^ = 3,
a:^d 0.97 f'or n¢ _ ^ .
i
I
I
i
!EE
I
I }^ :
i^
,, ,
Therefore a £our- phase device gi •:es	 the i^i^hest MTF. T[^is i,s	 ba-
--
cause the charge notion is r.;fire nearly continuous.
i-	 i"
t^^
,` '
'^:..^
^-.^
i^
b . ^
	
'brans fer ine f f is iei;cy ;iTF
't	 '.
L.1
The gain and phase sEiift due to transfer i.;zefficiency are ^3^
} ^-,;;	 ;.
"^
^n ^ ;:kp ^-nE	 (i-cos 2n fp}^ (21}
.^
f-^ and
t 1
^..
i
^^
I
'^ l^^ ?G»01$$
•
^^
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--	 _--- -----	 --.
	 1	 _	 q-	
_ _
^'
^ ..	
_.	
^-,
r-^	
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^^,
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	 k	 +	 f
.t,
^.	 ^	
1
_._^._. _ _^---
	
^'	 i	 a	
_ __
a Y
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^{
^T;,
L
^	
^	 ^ ^_
j
#	 ^^
cohere n is the number of transfers ands is the charge transfer
inefficiency. Eq, {22} is the transfer :ITF xn arrays having
separate integration and transfer; hasaever, it does not apply 	 _^
to she x-direction of TDY fibers , This is because charge packets
added at different paints along the columns see different numbers	 ^"
of transfers and difzerent phase shifts. Far the x-direction of	 ^^^^^
^_
a TAi imager, the transfer MTF can be determined by computing the
output signal resulting zrom a sinusoidal irradiance functicn cif 	 ^,
spatial frequency .^; i..e.,
^._^
t
11
H1 (x) = I^ (^. -^- m sin 2Tr fx)	 (23)
After N transfers during which the image is moved da^an the array,
the output charge pattern will be that due to a different inten-
	
sity pattern Hz (x) : 	 ^	 .
.	 N
Ha {x) = ^ ^ !io ^l + n Gn sin (2T.7fx + ^Yn)^ ,	 (24)
	
n ^ ^,	 L
Fibers Gn and G¢n are i;iven by Eqs , (2l) and {22) . The cumulati^^c
transfer r1iF is given by the ratio of the output modulation to
input modulation. Expanding Eq. (2^), using the 3ppraximation
N	 N
g(n) ^`
	
g(n) do	 (?S)
n = 1	 0
and manipulating gives:
	
(riTF} £ ^ x
 = ^i(aI
- by)	 ^^a •• exp(-Ma) ^a cos {A'b)-b s^.n (Iib)^^
{	 (2b)
-#-
 ^
b - e:ip (-Na) 
^a 
sin (Ivb) + b cus (,ih}^l
where
a -. e .• ^],..- cos (77 .f/^n )^ •and.	 -	 .
,'^
,^.-^	
^
^._^
^'.:^
^.
t:a'
^.
^I	 I^:
_^,
r^	 .^
..:1	 ^ .
i :.^
4^	 I ..
^:
.^
^^1
'I
"T ^!
	
:_ ^	 ::
	
i:^	 9	 -
^,
	
f	 '^
^^
^..
t.
:..
Consider, for e:tamp^.e, a l00 stage TDI i^:ager using ft^ur-g;iase
clocicing and having n = 4QD and c = 10^. Shen at the i^;•quist	 ^
.:;
...
	
- ____
,.
^	 ^,'
^`x^ansfer in Che haxi:.ontai direction (2) is not accot;^panied by
CDT in thaC direction; therefaxe, Che (i^iTF) c, z is given by Eci.
{^ ^-)
^n surimary_, the 1^1^F in the direction af^ TDl is the preducC:
{M^F)x
 ^ (M^r) znteg,x x {ri^)^v
X {M^F) disc . X {t^i'^F) E ^;^	 {? 7)
The ^iTF in the harizantal. direction is the pxaducts
•	 {MTF) z = {MTF) a.n teg, z X ^^	 (28}
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-^	 Sampled Video Noise Analysis
xn order to understand the factors tohich determine the low light
level perf'vrmance of the TDT array, we will examine the various noise sources
which influence the minimum detectab7.e signal cal^.ed the noise equivalent
signal (IdES). We will. formulate this NES at the output collecting diode
t
--^	 vrhich is the input to the on-chip electrometer.
r r
	
	 A source of noise exists in the leakage current and the output
collection diode shown in Figure ]. accumulates a leakage charge QL which
aonsists of ^.eakage in the acrosstrack or TDT direction and the alongtrac3c
ar direction of the readout register. If we consider Ni TDI stages, then the
^, ^
``^	 shat noise associated with this leakage c3'^arge becomes,
^	
2 ^
	 J^ A'e (M+l)
I@^	 (r.m.s. electrons) ^	
q	
(l)
xahere,
JL =nominal leakage current density (8nA/cm^-20nA/cm2}*
A ^ sensor area = 75 }1m x 75 ]1m = 5,7xlOr5cm2
^^
'^ = ^aminal dwell time = 8 }tsec
^': -- number of TDI stages = 9
. ;y
`--^	 q =electronic charge = l.6xl0^lgC
^	 Substitution of the above quantities in Eq, (^.) we have,
1..
2 ^ r.m.s. electrons due	 _
^ 	^ Nn	 ^to leakage charge 1 ^ 1S-24ew	 ^^}
r^	 *The second of 2 numbers given is the conservative estimate.
.-_:^
f
L^
j
n	 Q
4 •:y
4
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I
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^	 ^
`	 ,:^	
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'^	 f	 f
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Figure 1. Output Collection Diode, Reset Staitc2. =nd
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Electrometer Amplifier of TDB Chip
	 sJ`3	
.y
-	 ^	 . 3,,	 ^	 ^
--	 ^.
^^
.i
^,	 ;
A second source of noise an the chip is associated with the finite
r.,
noise resistance of the reset switch which introduces a thermal noise called
	 !.^
z
^:. .
John;^an-Nyquist noise. the thermal Heise is determined by the node capaci-
	
^_^:.^	 ^
r
tame CC and may be written as , ^'
	 ^--^	 ^
..^
^: ±
^	 -
	NZ	 r.m.s. electrons	 ^	 ^:`°°^
``I	 n	 of Johnson-Nyquist
	
- 4 (k^CGl^	 (3)	 M;r
thermal noise
{{	 --^^
l
<^.:
;i	 .
^.,.,
^._^
	
i	 _,.
_	
^ ^	 I	 _ _	 _	 .r' ___
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Where,
k = Bp^.^:2mann's Constant = 1.36^t10 23J/oit
T =absolute temperature = 300°K
CG =node capacitance (approximately O,lSpI' for aself -aligned elec-
trometer and xeset switch . 3pf for non self-aligned)
Substitution of the above values in Dq. {3} yields
	
2	 r.m.s. electrons due
	 _
	
Nn 	 to Johnson--Nyquist	 = 3.55--2^,9e
,^	 thermal noise
A t3^ird noise source, pectaliar to CCD operation, is the trapping and
release noise associated with surface and bulk traps. T^Te twill assume the
CCD is operated in the buried channel mode such that the bulk trapping
densi}y determines the noise charge at the collection diode. The noise
^].ectrons from this mechanism may be expressed as,2
(^)
_ ^
N2	 r.m . s, electrons
n	 from bulk trap	 = NNTAd 1-e
generation/recombination
tirhere
IT  =number of TDT channels per electrometer = l0
NT =bulk trapping density ` = 2x1011/cm3
A =output register area = sensor area = S.7x10-5cm2
cl =depth of ion implantation = a.2 ^!m
p = ntAnber of electrodes per sensor readout stage = 8
_ _^_	 ^ ^
Ny^^
	 - Npz
e e
	 e
Te =emission time constant of traps
2A Study of Noise zn Chargp-Coupled Devices r S.p . Emmons, et. al., FinRl
^;	 Report, l^iay 1975, N1^ Contract NOOOla --74 -C-0286. (Texas lnstrtunents-Dallas,
I1^ ^	 Texas) .
_._	 ^	 __ _a .. _	 _ __ . .
_.	 _ _	 ^	 .^.
^,	
_	
^	
-
We do not need to know ze in order to estimate the contributa,on of the
bulk trapping noise because we can consider aworst--case analysis which
maxi^.zes the noise when
	
^	 = Q^2Hp Te
for
maximum
us e
Substitution of 'c:he above values into Eq. (5) under the maximum noise con-
ductxon Eq. (6) gives,
^	 maximum r,m.s.
	
^^	 electrons from	 - 24 e"'	 {7}
	
n	 bulk trapping
effects
.^ fourth mayor a^oise source is the MOS electrometer noise which may be
vrritten in the form, 3
{6)
_ ^
N2	 r.m.s. electrons
n	 due to N30S
electrometer
_ ^
= q
	
Gnl2 11fn1CS2 CS?
3Sol^.d--State zmagang, Ed. by ,]'aspens, Vonderwa.ele, and White (Noordhoff-
73eyden} 1976.
^'
.r...	 ..	 x.-r+^^y ..	 _,	 _ i
_.. ^_ ..	
_ -n.....,.....L
'i	 ^t^: +	
i
{il}
;..
;_	 ^
J
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where
Enl2. =spectral. noise voltage density of the p-channel MOS
electxametez (W/L = 8:1} measured of the he.lf-power
poa^xzt	 2
15-3QZV	
at 60 KEiz	 +
^iZ
Afnl =noise bandwidth of the electrometer (calculated without
correlated--double sampling} = 5.Q Piz.
Substitution of the above values in ^q. {8} yields,
_ ^
N2	 r.m.s. electrons	 -
n	 due to MDS	 - 32-6ae	 {9}
.	 electxameter
Thus t vte see the major contribution to on--chip noise is the xe^:et thermal
noise and we may write,
/	 Jg
	
2 ^	 total azr-chiP	 ^
	
Mn f	 r.m.s. noise ^ - (1Se -} 2 	+ (155e°} 2 	 + {2^e-)"
``	 ^ electrons	 ^	 ,Leakage	 thermal	 bulk trapping
{1.0)
mos	 ... -
electxomete.r
7'he off chip ampZzfier contributes noise which may be estimated from
"^	 a	 !	 ^:.	 i	 ^	 1. _ ._ ^ .:...._^ .	 ^	 . ^:.._ _^.._ ..._ ..	 ^	 i	 _._	
..I	 .
where, ^_^	 ^:
^m transconductance of the electrometex {W/L = S:Z) - 20Q-+#00 ^1m}^;o's ,^-^
Ii
at V^ = -sv ^	 ^	 i i
Qfn2 =noise bandwidth of amp^.ifa.er {ca^,cu7.ated without coxrelate^- i
double-sampling) W 3.5 NfHz 1 I
2 '^_.^
"""' _
1122 -- spectral, noise voltage density of the amplifier
20nV
^ ^	 I'
I`.
z
^^	 I.
RF,	 = feedback gain resistor = 2.5K ,^_	 i ^
^CF	 -- feedback capacitor = 40pf , { ,:
Substitution of the above quantities in Eq. {11) yiel.u:^r
^ 2	 r.m.s. electrons	
= 35--70e^
n	 from amplifier
7^'he other souxce of accovr^table off chip noise zs due to the random
arrival of the inoident photons. ^.'he photon shat noise may be wxitten asr
i:. ':.
n	 ."^q	 -	 ^"
^ hthere we have defined responsi^t'ity in terms of signal current per "irradiance" 	 =:- I
--._.._.... R^ -- res^onsivity of the sensor 	 AZ	 = q n(^}AB	 -	 r-,
	
V7/m	 hC f a	 '.4	 j
n{^} = effective quantum efficiency = 0.7
r=°-^
h ^ Planck's constant = 6.67x10 -^^^ • sec	 `-^^
C =speed of light = 3xlOg^nfsec	 ' ^'^
'^
rr.
^'	 '	 •^
.^	
- r
`^
^^' ^ m^^ ^u^^	 j
'	 Substitution o^ the above
	 E^^:^, ^ ^	 quantities into Eq. (l3) yields,	 _
	
^	 .L	 •
N 2	 ^ 120E^i A^^	 r•m.s. electrt^ns due	 (Z4)
n	 A	 to photon shot noise
r
where H^ is the narrow-band irradiance (W/Fn2) and A (dun) the center tvave--
Zength o^ the band.
The an-chip and ofd--chip noises may be combined to Formulate the signaZ-
to-noise at the collection diode. Thus, combining equations (10), (123 and
{^,^} we have,
	
S .
	 ^..45x106H^J^
N ^ 2
E ^ t ,.^	 1.45x10 H ^ ^- {165e-)
^
^
•^ illustrates
_
Table 2
	
the noise analysts a^ the TDT-chip ^'or each spectral band.
zn all the spectral bands the predicted 6/N ratio exceeds the speci^^.ed S/^I
^
..
^,^
ratio and the photon-shot noise limits the achievable S/N ratio with the re- ^E:-
set noise (an-chip) the second source o^ major importance. This analysis in--
dicates the proposed TDI array wi11 meet the goals of the Work Statement with ^-•^
regaxds to lowlevel •--light	 perfox^nance.	 State-off-the-art signal process-
rn ing at speeds pixel rates of 2.5 MEIz ^.s not required.
^'
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^.
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^{^ Tab1e 2.	 Noise Analysis o^ TDI-Chip
i`
^^ ^	 I
= 9 TD1 stages pi^e1 Size = 76 ^m x 76 ^m ^
I
ijj
M ^.^
i
i
N ^ 7.0 chen.nel.s/eZec^rometer '^ (dwe3.I. t^.me) = 8	 sec
^^4^`^ ,	 -^
!^
1
^ L_.^
^d• AT^^DDETECTOR Nn	 TOTAL F.SPEC'T'RAL BALD S/N S/N ^
i
nm H^ (W/r3Z ) (SPEC) (PRF:D^GTED} NOISE Ei,ECTRONS MA^?CTN	 j {
^ 0 450-520 0.155 105 178--296 345--409 x.70-2€^"" #	 ^.	 f	^.
l 520-G00 0.143 ].45 279--307 379-4^.G 192-21^ ^	 ° #
2 630-690 0.087 105 222--251 333-375	 ^
__
211-23 :!	 '^?
C :::J =,
= 3 740-$00 0.055 85 178-207 298-345 209-244 ^	 j
i	 ..^
^
r
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I
:^
3	 ^^
-^
^,
A typical output circuit for a charge coupled device is shown in Figure
	
x	
1, The gate a£ the input amplifier is reset by closing, then opening' the re-
	
^:	 set switch after the signal has been read from the previous element. The sig-
nal charge from the next element is then transferred to the gate node by actu--
	
^-='	 sting the transfer gate, and the signal is then sarnp7.ed by operating a series
	
^^	 switch at the preamplifier output and held .for read--out on a shunt capacitor.
I^
The signal voltage at the amplifier input is q s/C^. To maximize response,
	
^^{
	 the first amplifier transistor is milt on chip to minimize CS , and is a field
	
^^^	
effect transistor for high input impedance, and will be called an electrometer
	
,--^-'	 amplifier. Since the amplifier measures signal charge, it is simplest to ex-
press noise zzx terms of the ec^itira'!ent rms charge fluctuation at the gate of
^_^
the electrometer amplifier. In this circuit, excluding the noise sources with-
in the CCD,
i2 qf C ^
qn =	 AkTCS f En12 qfn1CS2 '}'	
n2 22 S
	 .
^^
	J^	
The three noise terms are:
	
^:^	 a. The Charge Uncertainty Lett After Resetting the Gate Node
Capacitance CS
While the reset transistor switch is closed it forms an RC
^1
	
^;.;	 circuit in which the channel resistance parallels C S . The
..	 This section is taken from "Amplifier and Amplifier Noise Considerations" by
Dr. J. A. Hall, a chapter in the kook "solid State Ymaging". Dr. Hai]. is a
member of the Westinghouse team assigned to this program.
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channel resistance Johnson noise spectrum is band limited
by the parallel combination. The instantaneous value of the
noise charge at the moment the switch opens is left on the
capacitor to be added to the next signal charge transferred
to the electrometer gate node. Tf the reset switch has no
excess noise, qn = kTCS . Measurements indicate typical MDS
transistor switches may have up to ^ times t.ais value. This
term corresponds directly to the load resistor Johnson noise
i.n the camera tube preamplifier.
b. The First Stage Amplifier Noise
The first electrometer ampli=ier stage is invariably a field
effect transistor, whose noise can be well represented as
shown by a noise voltage generator, 
^nl internal to the tran-
sistor in series with the gate. This Heise voltage appears
amplified at the off chip preamplifier output, band limited at
bfnl by the preamplifier, and its instantaneous value is added
to the signal and sampled and held when the sample switch is
opened. The preamplifier gain is assumed to be large enough
so that noise in the sample switch is insignificant. The
mean sgaure of the equivalent input noise charge is
Enl^ q fn1CS 2 and if there is no significant excess 1/f noise in
the amplifier passband, En is simply the mid band noise voltage.
Tf the passband includes a significant l/f contribution, one can
^^
i
evaluate the
integral	 ].	 2'^f	 2f 2 s (W) dW = ^f to determine an effec-
	
2^^n12 2^rf1	 n	 .n
five noise bandwidth.
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c. The Noise Co,^tribution of the Following Off Chap Stages
This term is expressed separately because the amplifier is
usually off chip and can be measured separately, and because
the on chip electrometer amplifier stage will often have a
low enough transconductance so that off chip noise contribu-
tions are significant. 'his term is meaningfu3. for a specific
amplifier configuration, and here we will assume a current
mode input operational amplifier with an effective input noise
of 2.6x10 -12
 amp. Again CS rmzst be minimized to minia►^ aze this
^fnl = ^fn2 = 1x106 Hz
A = 2
i.n2 = 2.6x10 -12
 ^P/Hz1/2
g	 =
.	 m
150 Umho
Then qr =	 2x10 -33 ^- 2.5x1035 -h 1.85x10-35eoul = 283 electrons
^/ -
noise component.
To consider a specific example, ccnsider a CCD chip with a P--channel MQSFE^'
an chip input amplifier, l,et:
CS = 0.25 pF
Cn1 = 20x10 -gV/Hzl^2 	.
^'hus most of the equivalent input noise is reset switch ^^ohnsan noise, at
least at this comparatively low data rate.
To remove mast of the reset noise cantributian, Westinghouse engineers
have developed correlated double sarnpling. l
 Unlike most noise contributions,
^ite, M.H., et al, U.S. Patent 3,781,57
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resefi noise is sampled and held on C^ at the moment the reset switch is opened.
If leakage to the electrometer gate node is small, it is possible fio read this
reset noise before the next signal charge packet is transferred and to separate
signal from noise. A mechanization is shos,^n in Figure 2. After the reset
switch has opened, a clamp switch closes at "^.he oufiput of the preamplifier fio
store the negative of the a^.nplified reset noise charge on the coupling capacitor.
The clamp swifich then opens, sampling the electrometer and preamplifier transis--
for noise and holding this sample also on the clamp capacitor. The next signal
charge packet is then transferred to the gate node of the on chip electrometer
amplifier. The voltage at the preamplifier output is now the amplified signal
plus the amplified reset noise plus the sampled transistor and amplifier noise
plus the on going time varying transistor and amplifier noise. The voltage at
the output of fihe clamp capacitor is the sum of amplified signal plus sampled
electrometer transistor plus amplifier noise plus the an going transistor and
amplif^.er noise. The reset noise has been removed. The transistor sample
switch is then closed and opened, holding at the output: the sum of the ampli-
died signal plus two independent samples of electrometer transistor and pre-
amplifier noise. The second amplifier noise sample was taken at the instant
the sample switch was opened. As shown in the example, the reset noise was
an order of magnitude larger than the amplifier noise tsnd its removal is im-
portant despite the double sampling of amplifier noise.
Correlated double sampling has other advantages, however, since the clamp
and sample operations are performed within a single element time, usually only
one or a few microseconds apart. The system output voltage is the difference
in instantaneous preamplifier output voltage between these two samples, which
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amplifier noise, and off-chip amplifier noise. G S is stilt a pQrformanq dater--
mining factor.
C.D.S. Operations:
1. Resat diode node to V R t kTCS
2. Close clamp switch so negative of reset naisff sample appears across CC.
Open clamp switch.
3. Transfer next signal charge packet to gated collection diode.
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svtiritch to present corresponding signal at output.
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effectively provides ac coupling to neglect any frame rate or quasi-dc level
sh^.fts at the chip output. The effective frequency response of this system
far a 2 microsecond delay between the opening of the clamp and sample switches
is shos+m in Figure 3. The response at zero frequency is zero, and zs very low
at law frequencies to greatly reduce the effect of excess ljf noise in the elec--
trameter amplifier, the off chip preamplifier, ar the power supplies.
With correlated double sampling the amplifier noise equation becomes:
2	 2
Enl 2Lf C ^ -F yn2 ^fn2CSqn _ 1	 nlS	 2
gm
where dfnl is now roughly twice the analog bandwidth of the operational preamp-
lifier to represent the two noise samples. For the same on chip components used
above
Enl = aDx^.o gvjHzljZ
6fnl = 2xZA^Hz
CS = D.2^xlD~^'^ fd
xn^ = 2.6xID-12^p/Hzl/2
bfn2 = 2x.0-6Hz
g = l50 ^tmha
m
qn = 5x1D-35 -^, 3.76x3.D 435 - 58 electrons.
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3.	 Effective Frequency Respar^se of a CDS System with
2 usec Between Opening of Cramp and Sample Switches.
Thus with correlated double sampling a realistic CCb output ca.rcuit and
i
a^^plifier embodiment should give noise of less than 60 elections with an amp-
	 -
^- ^	 . ^
^^
lifier nazse band^ridth of 1 N^Tz, raised to an e.`.fective bandtaidth of 2 Mliz by
	 .u3	 ^ ^
^^	 ^;the double sampling of amplifier noise.
	 Since qn = coast x ^fl^^, correlated	 „-I	 `
i.'
double sampling can give even lower naise at lower data rates.
	 On the other	 ^"
hand, at data rates of 5 to l0 MHz required .for full resolution television
	 ^^
imaging with brute farce interlacing, g n
 ^ 131 to l85 electrons, Large enough ^
i
, j to rule out desirable low light Level performan.:e.
	 ^,
ti;`^ What can be done to reduce this figure? 	 As shown earlier in this chapter,	 ---^
_lf2
En «gm	 and gm CtCAC , the active gate capacitance. 	 As before, the activeif _
i	 gate capacitance should be matched to the capacitance of the CCb output circuit,
' s	 ^ ^
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'^ aftex that has been minimized as far as passible, 	 But the collection diode and
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';	 LJ	 reset switch diffusion and the interconnecting and overlap capacitances total.
'	 'I^^-	 about 0.3 pF even with careful design, and at 0.25 pF CS seems within a factor^.
^I u
of tt^ta of the bare m.^...im;,.^n. En cannot b2 made much smaller for an electrometer
i	 ,
^° L^	 transistor with such a small. active gate capacitance. The approach used in
^'.	 camera tube type equipment was to parallel input transistors to increase gm and
1 
f ^^^'
lower E
	
Tf this could be done without increasing C S proportionally, one could
,. ;
	
n
^^ ^ reduce first stage noise significantly, and also provide enough first stage sig-
nal gain so that the effect of off chip preamplifier noise was significantly re-
duced.
